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NOTE.

This brochure owes its origin to the request

made to me by my friend Mr. Natesan of Madras

to reprint in their present form the letters on

Indian Finance which, thanks to the courtesy of

its accomplished Editor, 1 had lately contributed

to the columns of the Times of India. In com-

plying with his request I have embraced the

opportunity to preface the letters by an article

which I contributed to the Indian Review on the

subject of Indian Financial Reform and by a few

supplementary observations called for by the

speech which Mr. Montagu, the Under Secretary

of State for India, made in the House of Com-
mons on 26th July last. These papers will

inform those who take an interest in the finances

of the Empire how imperative is the necessity for

effectually checking and controlling expenditure

which for some years past has been allowed to

overrun the normal revenue at a pace which is

positively disquieting, if not alarming.

Bombay, )

Ihth September, 1910. J D. E. Wacha.





MR. MONTAGU'S INDIAN BUDGET SPEECH.

It is, indeed, a disappointment to students of

Indian Finance that the Under Secretary of State

for India, in his recent Budget speech in the House

of Commons (26th July), should have confined

himself to the barest generalities, without making

any serious effort to justify the recent imposition

of the enhanced taxation and allay the prevailing

uneasiness on account of the overgrown expendi-

ture which is even now mounting at a higher

ratio than the revenue. As to the increased

burden of taxation placed on the shoulders

of the taxpayers, Mr. Montagu observed :

—

" The main cause of this additional taxation is

that while the revenue, owing to the remission

of taxation under certain heads, has not expand-

ed, there has been a very large increase in the ex-

penditure under certain heads with which the reve-

nue had not been able to keep pace." Further on, he

observed that " despite the prosperity of India,

the increase in its expenditure on subjects such

as I have mentioned, the condition of the revenue,

owing to remission of taxes, the prospective loss

of revenue from opium, account for new taxa-

tion this year." This is rather a different story
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from that related by the Finance Minister on the

spot, fully conversant with all the details of

revenue and expenditure. It is necessary to

recall here the words of that authority in refer-

ence to the reasons of the enhanced taxation as

categorically stated in the Financial Statement of

25th February last. It is observed in paragraph

19th that there were "two plain and adequate

reasons" for the imposition of that taxation.

" In the first place ' observed Sir Fleetwood

Wilson, " the reduction of our exports of opium

to China will cause a serious fall in our opium

revenue. In the second place, we are obliged to

abandon to Eastern Bengal and Assam a much

larger share of its land revenue than it has hither-

to retained. These two factors dominate the posi-

tion for 1910-11. Apart from them we should

have been able to meet the growth of our ex-

penditure from our growing revenues. Now, it

may be admitted that both authorities assign the

prospective diminution of opium revenue as one

of the reasons which have necessitated the en-

hanced taxation. But the fallacy of this reason

has been so completely and universally exposed

that it would be a waste of breath and energy

to hang any further comment on the point. Facts

themselves have painfully contradicted both

authorities ; while Sir Sassoon David and his col-
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leagues in the Viceregal Council who exposed the

hollowness of the reasoning have been amply
justified in the criticisms they made touching

the underestimates of the opium revenue. The
latest figures, as published in the Gazette of
India, show that the gross opium revenue already

received in the Imperial Treasury for the four

months- of the official year ending with July last

amounted to 3"83 crore Eupees against only 1*97

crore Eupees in the corresponding period of

last year. Practically, the excess is 1'86 crore

Eupees, and there are yet eight months to run.

Assuming even that during those months there

may be no further windfalls, is it not apparent

that the entire deficit, for which the enhanced

taxation has been imposed, is already made up ?

But the Under Secretary observed in his speech

that owing to the last remission of the Salt duty

and the very insignificant loss in the amount of

the Income-tax by reason of the taxable minimum
being somewhat raised, the revenues have not yet

overtaken the expenditure. This is unfortunate.

Worse still is that the Under Secretary offered

no convincing explanation for this growing-

expenditure. On the other hand, the Finance

Minister declared that the normal growth of

the expenditure could have been met " fr<

our growing revenues !
' The distant, a
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least informed authority at Westminster assured

the House that the revenue had not yet overtaken

the increased expenditure, whereas the nearer

and most informed authority declared that but

for the larger assignment made to Eastern Bengal

and the prospective diminution in the opium

revenue, he would have been fully able to meet

the growing expenditure from the " growing

revenues." Here, then, is to be noticed a wide

divergence in the two statements which inform

us plainly how far neither the one nor the other

authority has been able to justify even by a hair's

breadih the imposition of the enhanced taxation.

It is a pity that no member of the House of Com-
mons rose in his place to point out this conflict of

opinion between the two authorities. He might

have well inquired as to which authority it was

whose statement the House could most rely upon!

It is superfluous to further comment on that

part of Mr. Montagu's speech which has refer-

ence to the Budget. He made no aitempt what-

soever to justify the immense growth in civil

expenditure and railway interest charges. More.

It is, indeed, amazing for a responsible Minister to

rise in his place and shew no concern whatever

for the still alarming pace at which expenditure

has been allowed to grow, in face of his own
admitted fact that the revenue has not yet over-
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taken it. Any honourable member with an

economic conscience might have reasonably put

the question to Mr. Under Secretary Montagu

whether it was a wise arid sound policy of public

finance to allow expenditure to run at double the

speed at which revenue was growing, especially

for a country situated like India where the

annual revenue was almost wholly dependent

on the condition of each year's agricultural

prospects, not to say aught about the extremely

limited sources of revenue for purposes of taxa-

tion. Tt is superfluous after analysing the

figures of net revenue and expenditure in

my letters to the Times of India to dive further

into them. But to me it seems extraordinary

that in face of the salutary criticism made by

the popular representatives in the Viceregal

Council, those responsible for the soundness of

Indian finance should still light-heartedly talk of

the growing expenditure which, I repeat, im-

peratively demands a serious curtailment. I

have only to adduce the latest figures of net

revenue and>expenditure, tabulated in the Ex-

planatory Memorandum for 1910-1 1 issued by

the Under Secretary of State for India and

presented to 1)01,11 Houses of Parliament on the

eve of the Budget debate, and contrast them with

those of 1906-07, the very year which Mr.
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Montagu specially chose in his speech for pur-

poses of a fair comparison of the actual position

of the finances for the current year, in order

to emphasise the correctness of my statement.

In Million Sterling.

Net Revenue. Net Expenditure.

Accounts 1906-07 ... 48-95 47-36

Budget 1910-11 ... 50-22 49-85

Increase 1-27 249

Ratio of Growth 2 60 5 25

It will be seen that, in spite of enhanced taxa-

tion, the net revenue has grown since 1906-07 to

the extent of 2'60 per cent, whereas the net

expenditure has grown to the extent of 5*25, or

a trifle more than double! What a strange fatal-

ity is here ! And yet the Under Secretary of

State seemed to think there was nothing unsound

in this position ! With such little care and less

financial statesmanship is the Indian financial

bark steered by those who, under the Parliament-

ary Statute of 1858, for the better government

of India, are made completely responsible to

Parliament ! Evidently, Parliament has relegated

ts trust back to Providence !
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THE CASE FOR INDIAN FINANCIAL REFORM.

It is now an axiom of economists and finan-

ciers that the expenditure in a modern State al-

most wholly depends on its policy. For instance,

the Continental States in Europe have great

frontiers. The frontier of one country borders

on that of another. Sometimes it so borders,

not on one side only, but three. Under the

circumstances it has virtually become a necessity

with each of them to preserve and defend its

frontier or frontiers, under ihe natural instinct

of self-preservation. National defence is a para-

mount necessity. It implies the maintenance of

a regular army for purposes of offence and

defence. The latter contemplates the army on

what is called a peace footing ; the former on a

war footing. Each State considers what may be

the number of troops required for each purpose.

That number depends on the strength of the

neighbouring State. A State which is powerful,

wealthy and militant, imposes on its neighbour

an army sufficient to withstand an invasion. The
* Reprint from the Indian Hevietc, April, 1910.
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State first determines the policy of offence and

defence. On that policy in turn depends the

actual cost of the army annually.

Or again, there may be a country which has

no land frontiers to defend. It may be seagirt

as the United Kingdom is. Seagirt countries

necessarily are ever in the pursuit of foreign

commerce. That commerce, of course, is car-

ried bv a mercantile fleet, but lest it should be

molested or seized in times of war, it becomes the

paramount duty of the maritime State to protect

it. It has also to defend itself against another

naval State which may invade its shores. Here

it becomes the question of maintaining a power-

ful navy both for purposes of offence and de-

fence. The cost of the maintenance of such a

navy is thus, again, determined by the naval

policy of that State.

Policy, therefore, dominates State expenditure

in every civilised country of the world.

Policy, again, divides itself into two broad

branches, foreign and domestic. The foreign

one is more or less in relation, firstly, to offence

and defence, and, secondly, to trade and com-

merce with countries abroad. The domestic

policy is confined to the carrying on of an order-

ly but progressive administration which shall

conduce to the greater development of the coun-
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try and iuS resources. Here the ultimate aim and

object must be the greater production of wealth

which is necessarily the ' sinews ' of an adminis-

tration. Hence the character of the domestic policy

of a country determines the cost of its annual

expenditure for the above purposes.

India lias on her north-west and north-east

a wide frontier extending over hundreds of

miles, which, though almost secure by natural

barriers, demands some protection from

external aggression. Besides, surrounded as

she is on her three sides by sea, with her tremen-

dous coasts, there is need for maritime protection.

But so far, as the fear of a foreign invasion by

sea is remote, the need of a strong navy is not at

all paramount. For internal peace, however,

and for purposes of repelling external aggres-

sion on the frontiers, a moderate land force has

long become inevitable. Here the State policy

determines what should be the strength of the

force. On that number depends the annual cost

of maintaining the army. Unfortunately, the

policy witli regard to the army has never been

constant or consistent. It has varied with the

conflicting views of the various " experts" who

have been quinquennially entrusted with the

chief command of the troops, modified only by

the character generally of the Government of
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India itself for the time being. A pacific Viceroy

may curb the zeal of a warlike Chief, while a

warlike Viceroy with a warlike Chief may
engulf the country in a costly and wasteful

war. After the days of the Mutiny what

has been known as the Laurentian policy

was i?i vogue till 1876. It was the policy of

what has been thoughtlessly christened that of

" masterly inactivity .'' It was inaugurated by

the great Sir John (afterwards Lord) Lawrence

and firmly maintained by his successors till the

retirement of Lord Northbrook. And there was

no Anglo-Indian administrator who had a

broader and more intimate experience in their

minutest details of the requirements of the

country and the sentiments and feelings of its

people than that great Pro-Consul whose name

shall live in British Indian history so long as

the British Indian Empire lasts. Sir John insist-

ed upon never interfering with border politics.

His Government wisely recognised that the

safest and the most economic way of defending

India against external aggression from the land-

side was to remain within the natural boundaries

of the country which are almost wholly impregna-

ble. It was a policy of remaining at peace with

the border tribes instead of pouncing upon their

barren territories and difficult mountain passes
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under any pretext or no pretext whatever. That

statesmanlike policy was recognised by the

British Government at home. It continued to be

maintained, despite spasmodic ebullitions of

the Jingoes of that generation, till the advent of

Lord Lytton, witli Mr. Benjamin Disraeli, that

" Guru of Gunpowder and Glory," as the Prime

Minister of England. He was no doubt the

precursor of chat " insane " militant Imperialism

which has since made such rapid strides in Little

England and which wrought the South African

War, with its fresh burden of national debt to

the tune of 259 million £. Lord Lytton brought

with him in his pocket a new foreign policy. It

was the very opposite of the Laurentian one

which had worked so beneficially for the country

and limited military expenditure for well-nigh a

quarter of a century to the modest figure of

16 crores of rupees. It had for its aim and

object the spoliation of Afghanistan which Lord

Northbrook nobly resisted till at last he was

driven to resign his exalted office. The pretext

of the presence for a time of the Russian

Embassy at Kabul in 1875 was made the signal

for going to war with t.he ill-fated Ameer Sher

Ali. The rest is history and it is superfluous to

enter on it.

But the historical sequence of this new
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frontier policy may be briefly related as it

would clearly demonstrate how far it has

been mainly instrumental in mounting up

military expenditure, now standing at the

colossal figure of 82 crores of rupees per annum !

Though the Simla Army Commission of 1884

recorded in black and white that for all pur-

poses of internal defence and repulsion of external

aggression— with Kussia nearer to India than

she was in 1873 when the Gortschakoff Clar-

endon Convention was brought into play—an

army of 60,000 British and 120,000 Indian troops

was ample, the spirit of spread-eaglism or " for-

ward policy"' had taken deep root both in Eng-

land and India. There was first that absurd

artificial Penjdeh scare in 1885. It was simply

a blind to increase the British troops by another

10,000 and the Indian by another 20,000 men,

with the ultimate object of seizing Upper Burma.

The history of that forcible seizure, without any

rational or justifiable pretext, may be left severe"

ly alone. The Blue-Book thereoD fully relate

the tale.

But the reader shouldremember how the mis-

chievous and costly Second Afghan War had

slowly led to the acquisition of the ancient King-

dom of the Alamporas. The land grabbing fever

had by the time completely set in. And there
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was always held before the ignorant and affright-

ed British public the Russian bogey. The third

stage of "insane" militant Imperialism was

reached when Gilg.it, Hunza, Nagyar, were ac-

quired beyond the natural frontiers of India.

It~was the only next best step to acquiring

Kashmir which was contemplated in 1890, but

fell through. At the heel of the acquisition of

these three border and strategical places came

the Tirah expedition which ended so disastrous-

ly to British arms. The process of " scuttling
"

had to be performed. That was the fourth stage.

The fifth was reached under our " greatest of

Viceroys
' v with the Jinan TJrpQrpsf. firwammant-

in power. Imperialism of the reddest was in the

ascendency, the same which had provoked the

Boer War. That Imperialism had so intoxicated

Lord Curzon that he successfully engineered

the glorious or inglorious Tibet campaign. The

British people were presented with a dismal

picture of the Indian frontiers. In his own
grandiose, but far from convincing, style, he

informed them that India had become a

tremendous frontier State like Germany and

Austria—surrounded by a great military power
whose further resistless march (?) nearer must

be repelled at all cost and hazard ! 1 Then,

again, a brand new province was formed on
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the frontiers and transfrontiers cf North-West
India. And the last stage was reached when
Lord Kitchener fought and won his pet scheme
of a revolutionary army reorganisation the chief

merit of which, from the point of view of

the taxpayer, was an annually recurring burden

approaching 3 crores of rupees !

Thus, militant Imperialism has passed in India

through six progressive stages between 1876 and

1904—-a period of unceasing military activity and

proportionately increasing military expenditure.

Of course, the military policy underwent rapid

changes, each change involving larger and larger

expenditure, apart from that which India had had

to incur in pursuance of that disastrous amalga-

mation scheme of 1859—the scheme which has

involuntarily made poor India a mute and fettered

partner with wealthy England. The net result,

then, of this adventurous military policy of the

Government of India has been that the army

charges now cost 32 crores against 16 crores in

1874 ! Here may be seen the most striking

instance in modern British India of the conse-

quences of the fateful military policy of our

rulers. Military expenditure doubled itself in

20 years !

How, again, the policy in the matter of civil

administration, including public works, has led
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similarly to an equally appalling growth of ex-

penditure may be briefly related. As to expendi-

ture on the purely civil administration of the

provinces, it may be said that the progressive

character of the country rightly demanded it.

And so long as it was moderate, there was

nothing to be said in disapproval thereof. But

the cry of " efficiency" was loudly raised by

Lord Curzon. A variety of new " Imperial"

departments were established with but

doubtful benefits to the general taxpayer.

Other civil charges and works were equally

augmented, specially those for the Police,

the reform of which, though emergent, has been

hardly attained with any thing approaching

beheficial result to the population at large. So

that during the decade which ended with 1907-08,

the net increase was 9"46 million £ equivalent to

14'19 crore rupees, without including famine in-

surance charges.

But apart from civil charges, there has been a

larger expenditure by way of interest charge on

account of railways. For the past few years the

policy of the Government has been of a character

which must needs cause the greatest embarrass-

ment in Indian finance in the near future. It may

be useful to remember at this stage that the ex-

penditure on railway construction and extension
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is of a twofold nature. There is the expenditure

incurred year after year (1) from revenue account

and (2) from public borrowings. There has been

a growth in expenditure of railways chargeable

to revenue of 673 million £, say 10 crore rupees.

The larger the amount drawn from the ordinary

revenue for railway purposes, the greater is the

diminution of funds for more pressing objects

of public utility, like education, sanitation, and

so forth. These are comparatively starved, while

this enormous sum is spent on railways of doubt-

ful utility to the population at large. But this

is only one part of railway expenditure. There

is also capital expenditure. That, too, has im-

mensely risen, from 3"31 million £ in 1898 to

13*71 million in 1908, say on an average 1040

millions, equivalent to 15 20 crore rupees. Prac-

tically the growth has been larger and larger

since 1902-03 as may be better apprehended from

the following figures :

—

1902-03

1903-04

1904-05

1905-06

1906-07

1907-08

Thus, for the last four years the annual average

is 12*23 £ against 4*65 £ previously. It is an

... 4*63
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annual growth of 758 million £ on which, of

course, a larger interest charge has to be paid.

The amount estimated for the current year in

the Budget is 5'86 million £ against 5'03 million

in 1906-07. Practically in 4 years the interest

charge has increased by 1^ crore rupees, while

the normal growth of net revenue lias been

80 lakhs only. This enormous expenditure on

interest is undoubtedly the result of the very

extravagant railway policy of the Government

which has been in vogue during the last 5 years.

It is entirely owing to the outcry of the purely

European Chambers of Commerce. The object,

however, of this paper is not the discussion

of the justice and expediency of the railway

policy of the Government. It is simply to

illustrate the broad fact how far policy entails

State expenditure.

This brings us to the question of the reform

of Indian finance. It would be altogether

impossible in these columns to deal exhaustively

with this subject. Its fringe only can be touched.

What the representatives of the taxpayers in the

Viceregal Legislative Council should press on

the attention of the Government is the urgency

of formulating its domestic and foreign policy on

both of which depends the expenditure of the

Empire. It is of no use entering into the ques-
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tion of economy and retrenchment so long as the

Government continues to carry out its present

policy in regard to civil and military expendi-

ture on the one side and railway capital ex-

penditure on the other. What needs to be

carefully and vigorously poiuted out is the

greater strain put on the slow growing resources

and revenues of the country. Enhanced taxa-

tion alone is the outcome of its policy. There-

fore, it is necessary to modify that policy.

Indeed, this modification of the policy is abso-

lutely essential as a preliminary to financial

reform. For so long as the present policy,

which leads to expenditure from lime to time

by leaps and bounds, is persisted in, it is

hopeless to see Indian finance established on a

sound and healthy footing. While the resources

of the country for the purposes of taxation are

limited, it is economically unsound to mount up

expenditure without any well-defined limit. The

ability of the taxpayer, too, has to be carefully

considered. At present it seems that he is al-

most wholly disregarded. We have seen, how,

in spite of the reasoned remonstrance and protest

of the representatives of the taxpayers in the

Viceregal Legislative Council on the occasion of

the introduction of the Budget, the Government

has simply carried out its pre-determined object
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of enhancing taxation without any valid reason.

If the Government will not in the immediate

future modify its policy so as to relieve Indian

finance of its embarrassments, the result will be

that expenditure will go on recklessly increasing,

as it has done during the last ten years, certain-

ly entailing, as the night follows day, additional

taxation. To demand a Eetrenchment Com-
mittee would be a mockery for the simple reason

that the laborious proceedings of that body will

only end in a barren result. Who is unaware of

the insignificant economies which Lord Duflerin's

Committee of 1886 recommended under the

presidency of Sir Charles Elliot ? Poor as the

economies were, they were immediately swallow-

ed up by the expenditure consequent on the

fateful foreign policy that came into vogue at

its heels ; and later on the domestic, too, of

which the closure of the mints was the most

mischievous and unstatesmanlike. Eetrench-

ment and economy are out of place so long as

the policy which leads to financial crises, from

time to time, and consequent enhanced taxation,

is not modified. It is like the procedure of the

proverbial Mrs. Partington mopping the Atlantic.

You may economise at the best to the tune of a

crore or two, if ever so much, but the saving
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will soon be swallowed up by the surging sea of

larger expenditure.

Next to a satisfactory modification of the pre-

sent foreign and domestic policy resulting in mo-

derate expenditure, the cry should be for the

independence of provincial finance. It should be

for ever emancipated from the thraldom of the

Imperial Government. There ought to be

genuine decentralisation, not the mockery of the

one which has, under various guises, been going

on since the days of Sir John Strachey. Imperial

finances demand decentralisation altogether on

a different basis. The present position is this :

There are two partners in the revenues of the

Empire—the Imperial Government on the one

side, and the different Provincial Governments

on the other. But the anomaly is that while the

unproductive partner pounces upon the resources

and earnings of the productive, in the distri-

bution of those resources and revenues, the

productive partner is given the crumbs. The

non-productive reserves for his own use the

fattest portion which, of course, it spends like

the prodigal. Each province puts, forth its best

efforts to increase its revenue from year to year

in order that it may be able to meet the larger

demands which a progressive administration

requires for the better welfare of its people. But
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as the Fates would have it these hard toilers are

not allowed to enjoy wholly the just fruits of

their diligence. The Imperial Government in

every sense of the word is an unproductive

element in the finances of the Empire. It produces

nothing; but it sweeps away into its own treasury

the whole of the provincial revenues and then

apportions as it pleases what each should have

after reserving the biggest slice for itself. Now,

were the apportionment anything approaching

fairness the action of the unproductive partner

might be tolerated. He goes in for big pyrotech-

nic displays in the shape of ever-mounting

military expenditure. He multiplies civil estab-

lishments, creates fat berths, spends freely right

and left without check and control, the

productive partners not being in a posi-

tion to prevent him from spending their

substance in this manner. More. The

prodigal, without a penny in his pocket, borrows

rio-ht and lefc in order to indulge in the grand

luxury of railways at breathless pace, here, there

and everywhere. He never cares what burdens

such annual borrowings cost by way of heavier

interest charge year in and year out. Sufficient

for the day if by sheer force of the privilege and

power he wields lie can get the productive

partners to provide for the interest ! It is
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altogether an one-sided partnership. It is

wholly unnatural and can hardly be justified on

grounds of equity and fair play.

What is really wanted for purposes of a genuine

decentralisation of Indian finance is a certain

well-thought out and well-defined method

whereby each Provincial Government may
enjoy the fruit of its own diligence, while con-

tributing a reasonable percentage of its revenue

towards the expenses of the Imperial Govern-

ment for purposes of general supervision and

nothing more. By all means let the army and

the railways be kept under its charge and

control. Bat let their maintenance entirely

depend on what each Provincial Government is

able annually to offer. Let the percentage of

the share the Imperial Government should obtain

from each Provincial Government be carefully

ascertained and fixed by parliamentary legisla-

tion. Let the percentage work automatically,

that is to say, the Imperial Government should

obtain more when the Provincials are enabled

to obtain more and less when the Provincials

obtain less by reason of famine or other causes.

For instance, assume that Parliament assigns 40

per cent, as the fair share of the Imperial

Government under certain well-defined condi-

tions and limitations. The 60 per cent, should
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be the share of each Provincial Government.
When the provincial revenue expands, its own
share will be larger but automatically the 40 per

cent, will yield a larger share also to the Imperial

Government. When owing to famine or other

causes the revenue is less tor the Provincials, the

Imperial will also get less. The advantages of

such an apportionment are obvious. On the one
hand, the scheme will give a reasonable contribu-

tion to the Imperial Government for its annual

expenditure The temptation to spend right

and left without thought for the taxpayer

will be greatly minimised. On the other hand,

the , Provincials will be able to work out

better their financial salvation. Their produc-

tive diligence will be greatly stimulated. The
more they get, the more they will be able to

spend on the moral and material progress of

their respective population and, of course, the

Imperial Government will have its share of the

provincial prosperity. Another provincial advan-

tage will be this : That each province will vie

with the others. At present, a backward pro-

vince has no incentive whatever to expand its

revenue, because it can always fall back upon
the Imperial Government for doles whenever its

revenues do not suffice. See how the Eastern

Bengal Government has been able to get a dole
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this year. Practically, all the other provinces

have combined, as it were, to fill the deficit.

Each province must be made to pay its way,

but no province, under this scheme, can look

forward to receive a dole from any other. This

is the only rational and impartial scheme of

decentralisation of Indian finance. This is the

great financial reform loudly called for. To do

aught else is simply to palter with our finances.

Such paltering cannot help the taxpayer. If at

all, it will throw greater burdens on him in the

future by way of taxation, and even when the

augmented taxation is placed on his shoulder

many urgent wants will remain unsupplied.

Two points only need to be pressed on the

attention of the Imperial Government by the

popular representatives in the Viceregal Legisla-

tive Council. Firstly, a modification of its present

foreign, and domestic policy which is entailing

year in and year out a larger and larger expendi-

ture for which now and again enhanced taxation

has to be levied ; and, secondly, decentralisation

of the finances on the lines indicated. But in

order that the voice of the popular representa-

tives may be effectively heard and attended to in

the Imperial Council it is necessary that the lead-

ing recognised public bodies, European and

Indian, should adopt as planks of their platform
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for financial reform, the two suggestions made.

Let them discuss and thresh out the subjects dur-

ing the next twelve months. Let them educate

the public through their organs of public opinion.

And let the voice of the whole country be echoed

by their representatives in the Council next year.

If the Imperial Government is sincerely desirous

of taking the people more into its confidence and

to reform Indian finance, it ought to pay heed

to the popular voice in the Council. It may be

that a year may not suffice for such agitation. But

whether it takes two years or ten the time is ripe

for a constitutional agitation of this character.

We 'know the walls of the Council Chamber will

not fall at once to the trumpet blasts of the repre-

sentatives, bur, we are confident that repeated

blasts must in the long run bring it down. So let

our people begin this agitation in right earnest.

It is of no use fighting for the shadow of repre-

sentation and seats in the different Councils. Let

them fight for the substance and that substance

is Indian finance. In its prosperity lies our

country's prosperity. And all who love their

country ought to gird up their loins and enter

the lists till the battle is fought and won. That

it must be won in the end goes without saying.

Only we must put our shoulders to the wheel and

work on in right earnest till the goal is reached.



GROWTH OF EXPENDITURE.—

I

*

The recent Return of the net income and ex-

penditure of British India for the ten years en-

ding 1908-09, presented on 26th April last, to

both Houses of Parliament, impels me to pursue

a little further the parable on which, thanks to

your courtesy, I was able to discourse in your

columns three months ago, namely, that the ratio

of the growth of net expenditure was consider-

ably higher than that of revenue. That fact is

fully emphasised by the financial statistics dis-

closed in the Eeturn. It can be clearly appre-

hended from the following comparative state-

ment :

—

Net Revenue in Million £.

1898-99. 1908-09.

Land, including Forest .19-34 21-08

Opium - 2-23 4-65

Taxation ,
18-40 20-84

Commercial Services, including Railways —00-25 —00-76

Miscellaneous X — 00-11

Total... 39-72 45-70

Thus, the growth of the net revenue during

the eleven years amounted to 5'98 million £,

equal to 15'05 per cent, or 1*37 per annum.

The figures of net expenditure were:—
* Reprint from the " Times of India," 17th June, 1910.
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Net Expenditure in Million £.

1898-99. 1908-09.

Interest (exclusive on Irrigation and Railways)... 1-32 098

Army Services - 16-47 19-60

Collection of Revenue 4'25 6-03

Civil Services 13-35 21-85

Famine Relief 0078 1-65

Provincial Adjustments 00-93 —0-67

Total... 3710 49-14

The growth of expenditure amounted to 12*34

million £, equivalent to 33'26 per cent, or 302
per annum. So here is the broad fact :

—

Growth of Net Revenue per year 1-37 per cent.

„ „ „ Expenditure „ 3-02 „ „

. Is it not a disquieting, if not alarming, feature

of Indian finance ? Is it not a dismal prospect

for the taxpayer to contemplate? Expenditure,

in reality, has progressed at more than double

the pace of the growth of net revenue ! A mer-

chant or a banker would think twice and thrice

how to curb this expenditure and bring revenue

and expenditure to bear the same ratio, at the

worst.

It would, however, be urged, and fairly urged

that during the eleven years under review, the

revenue had suffered by reason of the duty on

salt having been twice reduced. The fact can-

not be denied. But we may reasonably inquire
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whether that fact in any way goes to minimise

the force of the main contention as to the net

expenditure outrunning the net revenue ? I

venture to reply that it does not. And for this

reason.

Prior to its reduction, the salt duty had been

almost stationary. The average annual yield

between 1898-99 aud 1903-04, the year of the

reduction, was 574 million £. It is notorious

that the heavy duty had in no way stimulated

consumption. Assuming then that the yield

of the duty had remained at the level it stood

in 1902-03, viz., 5*93 million £
5

at the best the

growth up to 1908-09 (after taking even the

second reduction into account) would not have

been more than 116*200 £. Such an increase

might be considered as absolutely negligible,

for it could have hardly affected the total growth

of net revenue amounting to 5*4:3 million £.

But leaving alone this hypothetical computa-

tion, let us examine the larger ratio of the

growth of the expenditure from the year 1906-

07 to 1908-09 during which there was no further

adjustment or disturbance of any taxation. They

are years which offer a perfectly fair comparison.

Of course, there were the usual ups and downs

of ordinary receipts and charges ; but there was

nothing exceptional.
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Net Revenue in Million £.

1906-07. 1908-09.

Land Revenue, including Forest 21-23 21-08

Opium 374 465

Taxation 2046 2084

Commercial Services 3-07 —0076
Miscellaneous 0-44 —00-11

Total... 48-94 45-70

From the above figures it will be seen that

practically during the triennial period ending

with 1908-09, the net revenue, instead of show-

ing an)' growth, declined by as much as 3 24

crores, partly on account of the diminished yield

of the salt duty but chiefly on account ol the

net loss to the State on its precious railways.

-Per contra the net expenditure was as follows:

—

Net Expenditure in Million £. 1906-07, 1908-09.

Ordinary Debt (exclusive on Irrigation and Railways.) 094 098

Millitary Services 2017 I960

Collection of Revenue 5-55 603

Civil Services 1937 21-8

Famine Relief 1"01 1-64

Provincial Adjustments 0*31—067

Total... 47-35 49-43

The growth of expenditure amounted to 2*08

million £. This fact plainly informs us that

Indian finances even now are in a worse plight

than before. Let us put the position as simply

as possible :

—
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Million £.
Deterioration of Revenue in 3 years 3*24

Increase of Expenditure „ 208

Total Deterioration ... 5-32

There lias been a deterioration during the

three years which ended in 1908-09 of 177
million £ per annum ! It is for those who have

studied Indian finance for a number of years to

say whether it can be called prudent. In reality,

it seems that they at the seat of Central Govern-

ment have been burning the candle at both ends.

It will be noticed from the comparative state-

ment of expenditure that the Civil Charges in

the collection of revenue are almost wholly res-

ponsible for this serious deterioration of our

finances. It is now a matter of consideration

whether the Government of India, in view of

such a parlous condition of its finances, ought

not to take some effective measures to control

expenditure so that it may not outrun the

revenue. It will never do to rely on "windfalls"

—

be they in opium or railway earnings—both of

a precarious and fluctuating character. Economy

should be the order of the day. Is economy

impossible with the " experts ' who have the

financial destinies of the taxpayer in their hands ?

All depends on the strength and abilit}r of the

" experts r
to grasp the dismal situation which
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ma}' any day be aggravated (which Heaven for-

bid) by the failure of the monsoon. All this

tends to demonstrate the imperative expedi-

ency of first modifying the policy of the Govern-

ment which lies at the root of all expenditure.

Let us devoutly hope that the vessel of finance,

which is now in dangerous waters, will be

steadied by the skill and prudence of its chief

helmsman.
:o:-

Having demonstrated in rav last letter, of the

l*7th instant, how the net expenditure has been

allowed to run at, double the speed of net reve-

nue during the decade ending with 1908-09,1

would now endeavour to point out some of the

more prominent items in which that larger ex-

penditure is to be discerned.

The first item which attracts attention is that

of the charges for collection of the revenue. la

order that their incidence may be clearly appre-

hended, it is essential to exhibit in details the

items of net revenue collected, side by side with

the charges :-

Reprint from the " Times of India," 23rd June, 1910.
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In Million £.

Net Revenue. Net Charges
of Collection.

1898-99. 1908-09. 1898-99. 1908-09.

Land 17-52 1900 2-68 3-65

Forest 1-23 1-69 066 0-99

Salt 5-81 300 0-31 0-34

Stamps 316 4-29 0-09 0-17

Excise 3-77 631 016 0-39

Provincial Rates 097 0-53

Customs 3-12 4-72 0-14 0-21

Assessed Taxes 1-27 I'M 0-02 02

Registration 0-29 042 0T6 23

Total ... 37-14 4'PoO 422 600

It will he seen that the growth of net revenue

under the different heads amounted to 4'36

million £ in eleven years, which was equivalent

to 11*74 per cent., say, 107 per annum ;
while

the growth of the charges of collection amount-

ed to 1 78 million £, equivalent to 4218 per

cent, or 3'83 per annum. We may put this result

broadly as under :

—

Net Revenue increased at the rate of 1*07 per annum.

Net Charges of Collection of Revenue 383 „ „

The charges of collection were mounted up

nearly four times in proportion to the growth of

revenue !

The next most prominent item of expenditure

are the Civil Charges. These consist of (a) Civil

Charges ; (b) Miscellaneous Charges ; and (c)

Civil Works.
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(a) Net Civil Charges.

In Million £.

1898-99. 1908-09.
General Administration 1"23 161)

Law Courts 1'80 247

Jails 048 0-68

Police 2-37 4-03

Ports and Pilotage 001 0-11

Education 057 1-52

Ecclesiastical 0-11 0*12

Medical 0-77 096
Political 060 1-01

Scientific ,
0'28 0-72

Total ... 8-22 13-31

The growth of the Civil Charges, as above,

in 11 years, amounted to 509 million £, equiva-

lent to 61*92 per cent, or at the rate of 56$
per*cent. per annum ! I am not going at this

stage to discuss the necessity or propriety or

expediency of the charges under the different

heads. No doubt, each and all would be held

justifiable by the Finance Department. The

largest increase is, for instance, under the head

of Police, in pursuance of the recommendations

of the Police Commission. Education, and

Scientific, also show large increases. The annual

statement of appropriation charges, of course,

gives the reason of each increase, though it

may be said to be a sealed book to all save a

few who could be easily counted. Justification
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of the increase will be and can be urged. It is

not my intention at present to discuss that point.

The only point I am concerned with is the fact

of the growth.

(b) Net Miscellaneous Civil Charges.

In Million £.

1898-99. 1908-09.

Territorial and Political Pensions... 029 024

Furlough and Absentee' Allowances. 0'25 036

Superannuation and Pensions 241 2*86

Stationery and Printing 041 069

Miscellaneous —0*13 013

3-23 4-28

Total ...

The increase under this head is 1 05 million

£ equivalent to 32*l»0 per cent, or 2*95 per

annum.

Lastly, there are the Civil Works,

(c) Net Civil Works.

In Million £.

1898-99. 1908-09.

1-86 4-20

The growth is fully 2*34 million £, equivalent

to 126 per cent, or 11*45 per annum !

Summarising the three heads, the result is as

follows :

—
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In Million £.

1898-99. 1908-09.

(a) 8-22 1331

(6) 323 4-28

(c) 186 4-20

Total ... 1331 21-79

Thus, we have had a growth, a colossal growth,

of 8*48 million £ in eleven years, equal to 63'71

per cent, or at the rate of 5*79 per cent, per

annum !

We will now compare the interest (exclusive

of annuities) on the interest charge on Eailways.

Eailway interest in Million £.

1898-99 4-04

* 1908-09 601

The increase is 197 million £, equivalent to

48 - 76 per cent, or 434 per cent, per annum.

Lastly, there are the charges on the Army
Services, the details of which demand a separate

treatment by themselves. Here, I content myself

with the broad growth during the decade :

—

Net Army Service Charges.

In Million £.

1898-99 15-38

1908-09 19-60

The growth amounts to 4*22 millions, equal to

27*44 per cent, or 2*50 per annum.
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Let me now recapitulate the facts of the larger

growth of net expenditure :

—

Percentage of Increase in 11 years.

Charges on account of Collection of Revenue 42-18

„ „ „ „ Civil Services 63-71

n „ ., „ Railway Interest 48 76

M „ „ Army Services 27'44

The clear issue which might be raised on the

above result of 11 years of Indian net expendi-

ture is this : assuming that the charges could

be justified, is it a good symptom of public

finance of a country, whose sources of revenue,

specially taxation, are limited, to mount up ex-

penditure at double the speed of the growth

of net revenue ? Is it provident or improvident

finance ? The necessities of a State may be any

thing. It may want millions but if those

millions are not to be had, is it not wise finan-

cial statemanship to regulate the expenditure in

proportion to the growth of revenue ? That is

the principal and only issue. Speaking for

myself I must ruefully answer that not by all

the canons of public finance can the expenditure

which has been incurred by the State in British

India be held or pronounced to be sound. It

is this unsound condition of the finances which

demands public attention in order that salutary

criticism thereon may evoke a thorough over-

haul of the finances on the principle that under
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no conditions ought expenditure to be allowed

to outrun the ievenue.

-—«-

*
ill.

It is some comfort to the taxpayer, poor

though it he, to learn from the announcement

presumably semi-official, made in your columns

On the 23rd instant, that the Government of

India have directed all provincial administrations

to exercise the most rigid economy in public ex-

penditure, and are further contemplating the ap-

pointment, later on, if need be, of a Commission

of Inquiry to determine how far retrenchment is

possible and practical. It is undoubtedly a step

in the right direction, seeing how, as pointed

out by me in my previous correspondence, the

finances of the country have undergone serious

deterioration, amounting to over 5 million pounds

during the last three years—deterioration of net

revenue on one side and excessive growth of

expenditure on the other. Judging, however, from

the experience of the past in the same direction

it is most unlikely that the efforts of the central

authority will be attended with any thing like

solid success, and that of a reasonably permanent

* Reprint from " The Times of India," 1st July, 1910.
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character. For, in the first place, most, of the

economies enforced, under pressure from the

Central authority, turn out in the end to be

either unsubstantial, cheeseparing or temporary

No sooner have the finances recovered than

thev are laid aside and the old order of

things is resumed. In the second place, re-

trenchment is pronounced by provincial

administrations as next to impossible. We
have known, how even in a year of famine,

when orders for retrenchment are enforced, that

there is a loud and strong protest from them as

to their impracticability. Many a public work of

the greatest utility has to be suspended in mid-

career and many an other object of the utmost

usefulness has to be starved,entailing eventually a

heavier sacrifice of the finances. No doubt, while

so protesting, provincial administrations loyally

endeavour to carry out the behests of the Im-

perial Government. But while the Imperial Gov-

ernment, stricken with an economic conscience,

endeavours to enforce rigid economy from the

provincials, are we quite sure that the same con-

science is ever at work so far as its own ex-

penditure is concerned ? Has it been known

how far the Central authority has refrained from

imitating the prodigal ? My own experience in-

forms me that it has seldom been the case. It
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scarcely turns aside from indulging in ample l

cakes and ale for its own insatiable wants, pro-

vided by the devils of the provincials who are

the only diligent bees to produce the needed re-

venue for it. So that in reality it is the old

story, over again of " Do as I bid you but don't

do as I do." The Imperial authority keeps strict

watch and ward over the local administrations,

but we may be permitted to inquire whether

there is any one to keep a similar watch and

ward over the ultimate custodian of Indian

finance ? If our answer is in the negative it is an

answer which, I venture to say, is unchallang-

able. For, when has the Government of India

been known to reduce its own proper expendi-

ture ? In my humble opinion, the greatest pro-

digal or sinner in point of expenditure is the

Central Government itself. The provincials chafe,

fret and fume, that while it is their productive

energy which pours millions into the Imperial

Treasury, they should be semi-starved in ordi-

nary times and fully in times of strain and stress,

with all sorts of pious platitudes about economy

and retrenchment. At the same time the

supreme unproductive authority make ducks

and drakes with the millions so provided.

Now, it has been proved over and over again

that spasmodic efforts at economy and retrench-
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merit, under strain and stress of Imperial finance

are futile. Provincial Governments, if they are

not to stagnate but be progressive, have so many

demands from the public on their limited trea-

surj% that they really find themselves between

the devil and the deep sea. On the one hand, the

Central authority sits tight on them, saying,

" this much, and no more shall be your annual

share of the revenue." On the other hand, the

public, through their accredited representatives,

in the various Legislative Councils, raise a pite-

ous cry for more grants on sanitation, education,

justice, and a score of other objects tending to

advance their moral and material welfare. The

provincials are thus between the upper stone of

the supreme authority and the nether stone of

the taxpayers. The largest tax eater is the

former authority : so that the only reply the

Provincials can make in response to popular

appeal is this want of the eternal pence, the

largest fraction of which is snatched by that

same masterful entity.

This unsatisfactory, nay ungenerous and arbi-

trary, method of administering Indian finance

has been the theme, time out of number, of tren-

chant but prefectly justifiable criticism in the

Press, Indian and A.nglo-Indian. There has been,

in reality, no " true decentralisation " as yet, not
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even after the roving Commission we had had

three years ago. We want a decentralisation

which shall allow each Province to raise its own
revenue under certain well-defined restrictions

and limitations, and which shall prescribe by

Parliamentary Statute, a certain reasonable, but

not the lion's share, of that revenue to the Central

authority. Such decentralisation is neither here

nor there, and Heaven only knows when it may
be an accomulished fact.

It seems to me that there has been no master-

mind as yet at Westminster or at Calcutta to

place Indian finance on a sound and healthy

basis. Even Parliament has never attempted

that task. What is wanted is a radical overhaul

of the present faulty system of Indian financial

administration. True it is that more than one

Finance Committee of a sort has now and again

sat, incubated and hatched something—some-

thing having about it precious little by way of

financial statesmanship, let alone financial per-

manence. True it is that there was a Parlia-

mentary Committee on Indian Finance from

1871 to 1874 and a Royal Commission on Ex-

penditure in 1896 and 1897. The former re-

corded voluminous evidence of a most valuable

and informing character, more or less owing to

the ability and impartiality of the late Profess >
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Fawcett, who was the life and soul of that Com-

mittee. A reference to the four ponderous

volumes of that evidence would inform any

student of finance how searching was his cross-

examination of the facts and arguments urged

by many an important witness, official and non-

official. Unfortunately, owing to a change of

the Ministry in 1874, that Committee ceased to

exist and so far no report, recommending changes,

has ever been made. And as to the Royal Com-

mission on Indian Expenditure, it must be

observed that notwithstanding that so able and

trained a treasury officer as Lord Welby presid-

ed over it, and though a good deal of evidence,

including that of five representative Indians, was

recorded, it was disappointing in its results in

many respects, albeit that it recommended a relief

to the Indian Treasury to the extent of £ 250,000

— a mere " bagatelle
v which was more than

swallowed by the demand of that Shylock, the

British War Office, immediately thereafter, of

£ 750,000, which have since gone on indefinitely

increasing.

This being our past experience, I, for one,

would boldly venture to say that the fresh at-

tempt of the Government of India at enforcing

economy and retrenchment is most unlikely to

result in " permanent " good. It should set an
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example itself in that respect. Has it ever

done so ?

The fact is that the " crux" of the whole pro-

blem of Indian finance has not yet been seized.

Of what use the Central authority directing the

provincials to economise and retrench when the

entire " Imperial policy " which regulates the

annual expenditure demands most careful and
statesmanlike consideration. It is superfluous to

state that as is the policy of a State so shall be

its expenditure. The policy for years in vogue
at the seat of the Imperial Government requires

to be thoroughly revised or modified by the light

of the past and the requirements of the future.

A small Committee of practical British statesmen

of the first rank is essential to go into the whole

question of the policy with the aid of one or two

of the most competent experts in public finance.

It should be borne in mind that Indian ex-

penditure is chiefly governed by the following

three policies :

—

(1

)

By its " Foreign " policy which is almost

wholly directed by the Home Govern-

ment.

(2) By its " Military " policy which to a

large extent is also directed by the

Home Government and to a very limit-

ed extent by the Indian Government.
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(3) By its " Railway ! * policy which is mostly

a domestic policy of the Government

of India to which the Home Govern-

ment more or less gives its assent.

These policies during the past thirty-five years

have been more or less contributor}' to an

enormous expenditure, part of which hassimpty

been wasted. The expenditure itself is of two

kinds, permanent or recurring, and non-

recurring. Both in their turn have demanded

annual borrowings, especially that on railways.

Heavy borrowings on the last account have

entailed, in the first place, certain obligations

to outside companies or syndicates and, in the

second place, larger and larger annual interest

charges. The foreign policy has brought in

its train what are called " Imperial interests.'*

That is to say, Imperial interests in which India

has no or next to no concern but which, owing

to the sheer helplessness of the people and their

subjection, have dominated the entire expendi-

ture on the Army Services from the fateful date

of the Amalgamation Scheme of 1859 till now.

It is a most fruitful subject of inquiry, for mil-

lions of unproductive expenditure have, under

pretext of these precious " Imperial interests ",

been foisted on this unhappy country for which

there is, in my humble opinion, absolutely no
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justification. Whatever may have to be said in

regard to Railway expenditure, it must be ad-

mitted, apart from all other aspects, that it is

an expenditure which in long years to come will

bear full fruit. Bat as far as the Army Expen-

diture is concerned, in which I include the

charges of the Second Afghan War and the

other warlike expeditions, and the unjust and

inordinate demands from time to time of that

Shylock, the British War Office, it must be said

that they have been the greatest burden on our

poor finances and resources. Whenever the

exigencies of British estimates have demanded,

India has been made to pay through the nose.

Such is this unfair military policy that even the

Government of India has itself in its numerous

public despatches emphatically protested and

remonstrated against the expenditure it has en-

tailed on our revenues. They have openly said

that the rich partner—without one " if " or

" but," compels the poor partner to pay what

it pleases. England, the wealthy partner,

may call for any tune she pleases and de-

mand that India, the poor and really voiceless

partner, should pay the piper. This is the dis-

astrous military policy.

As to the foreign policy it may be said to be

" the " policy indeed which controls the mili-
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tary. As England's interests have demanded in

foreign affairs so has the military policy in India

been moulded. Indeed, the foreign and the

military policy go hand in hand. Their com-

bined influence is most potential and mis-

chievous.

It is therefore essentially imperative to modify

the triangular policy which in reality dominates

the greater part of the domain of Indian ex-

penditure.

It is only when a Committee of practical

statesmen of the first rank, unbiassed and in-

dependent, have impartially investigated into

the woeful financial results on the Indian re-

venues of the three policies which the Home
Government has all along dictated to the Gov-

ernment of India, that the public can realise the

present situation. It is only when the public

have realised it that they will be able to appeal

most successfully to Parliament to have these

policies modified so as to allow Indian finance

to breathe freely and the people to work out

their own better salvation morally and material-

ly. At present Indian finance is simply throttled.

Every progressive community has its own larger

and larger wants which can only be met from

growing revenues and resources. But when these

revenues and resources are heavily handicapped
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so as to leave only a small margin for domestic

purposes of the highest utility there can be no

hope of a sure, steady and permanent progress.

At present what happens is that for one step

forward we go two steps backwards. Our people

have to realise the universal fact, common to all

States, that revenue, after all, is a limited quan-

tity, whereas expenditure is unlimited. There

can be no limit to expenditure so long as the

policies which demand it are of a dominating

and wasteful character, let the growing revenue

be what it may.

Unless, therefore, the policy of British Indian

Administration, now in vogue, is materially

revised or modified in harmony with the

resources of the country and the ability of the

people, 1, for one, despair of any solid retrench-

ment of a genuine character. Expenditure will

increase and with it the burdens of the people

without any possible hope of relief. It is only

when there is a reasonable modification of the

policy that we can witness a progressive condi-

tion of Indian finance on a sound and stable

basis. Hence all efforts at present to check and

control expenditure are bound to be futile. You

may repeat these spasmodic and fitful efforts

whenever the Government finds itself pinched

awhile. But to what avail ? After all, they are
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mere palliatives and stop-gaps. They never will

cure the financial diseases from which we suffer

off' and on. Those diseases demand a radical

cure, and, it is my honest conviction that the

cure lies in the direction I have already indicat-

ed. Unless the policy which regulates the ex-

penditure is modified, Indian finance is bound to

drift hither and thither as it has, during the last

thirty years and more, till, perchance, at last, the

vessel is overwhelmed by some tremendous cat-

astrophe and founders.

The subject is too vast for a single letter. It

really demands a thick volume to be treated in

that exhaustive and convincing manner which

is needed for our purpose. I have only touched

the bare outskirt of this complex problem.



ENHANCED TAXATION *

The debate which took place on Friday last in

the Viceregal Legislative Council on the enhanc-

ed taxation proposed by the Finance Minister

affords ample pabulum for reflection and sugges-

tion to the unbiassed critics of Indian Finance.

Carefully reading between the lines the speeches

made thereat by the Finance Minister, his Secre-

tary and Mr. Brunyate, in response to the solvent

criticism levelled at both the non-necessity of

the extra taxation and its objectionable charac-

ter, they cannot help noticing how the policy

of the Indian Government in matters of public

finance varies not infrequently from the views

entertained by divers men in power for the time

being at the seat of Central authority ; how

even that oscillating policy is permitted at times

to be overridden by a financial exigency the

raison (V etre of which remains unproven ;
how

the elementary axioms of public finance are flung

aside while hastily providing means for such

artificial exigency ; how a red herring is thrown

across the trail of public scent, how public voice

of a unanimous character almost, as echoed in

* Reprint from " The Times of India," 9th March, 1910.
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the Council Chamber, is haughtily disregarded

while affecting to take the public into greater

confidence than before ; and, how, to crown all,

the Central authority, which purports to call

itself responsible for the well-being of the Empire,

brushes aside, in the plenitude of its omnipo-

tence and infallibility, the stern and unbending

logic of facts and arguments as utterly negli-

gible !

First, as to the policy. Not to recall the past

history of policy from the days of Sir John

(afterwards Lord) Lawrence downwards, special-

ly in the matter of public works, opium, famine,

exchange, and currency, I would only refer to

what was openly declared by the late Finance

Minister in the Council three short years ago in

connection with opium receipts. The Honourable

Mr. G. K. Gokhale, in his incisive and argu-

mentative speech, had quoted that passage from

the Financial statement of Sir Edward Baker. It

was the same to which I made reference in my
letter to you last week, namely, that the Govern-

ment was quite prepared to undergo the diminu-

tion in net opium receipts, at the rate of

£ 350,000 per annum, for the next ten years,

without resort to fresh taxation. I will not,

therefore, needlessly encumber this letter with

the same quotation. But I would ask the public
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to ponder on and compare that official declara-

tion with the one now made by Sir Fleetwood

Wilson. In the former case, there was the dis-

tinct policy anounced of bearing the annual loss

in opium receipts without extra taxation. In the

latter, the very opposite policy was announced!

And the public now know that the most able

expert in opium trade in the Viceregal Council,

an expert who is the special choice of the

Imperial Government itself, openly challenged

the Finance Minister that his forecasts of opium
for the coming official year were extraordinarily

under-estimated. Indeed, but for that under-

estimate the raison a" etre for any extra taxation

at all vanishes into thin air. Bat the Finance

Minister had not ventured to pick up that

gauntlet thrown by Sir Sassoon David at him

coram populo ! It was made painfully evident

that the principal plea put forward for enhanced

taxation remained undemonstrated.

So much, then, for the oscillation of the

Government policy in the important matter of

balancing the annual revenue and expenditure

of the Empire. One authority publicly declares

one policy to-day on a particular financial pro-

blem which another authority the day after

ignores and supersedes it by another. Where

may be then a fixity of policy, firm and deliber-
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ate, slowly and sagaciously thought out, on

which the intelligent mass of taxpayers could

fairly rely ? Indeed, Sir, every right-minded

person will admit that the taxpayers are thus

made the sport of the high official authorities

who by a curious providential dispensation

happen to hold in the hollow of their hand for a

brief period of five years their financial destiny.

Is it not clear that the deficit in the Budget is

largely an artificial deficit ? And who has this

time played the "gamble?' It was laid last

year at the door of dame nature. It was declar-

ed that Indian finance was mostly a "gamble

in rain ! Are we not entitled to say to-day that

Indian Finance was a " gamble v
of the Finance

Minister himself in the matter of forecasts of

an important item of revenue ?

If I have rightly interpreted this disagreeable

feature of the speech of the Finance Minister,

may I not then venture to assert that my state-

ment is correct, namely, that this " gamble " in

opium was simply the red herring of the " cauti-

ous " Finance Minister thrown across the trail of

public scent ? There would have been in reality

no deficit, worth speaking of for purposes of

enhanced taxation, had his opium forecast been

a fair and reasonable one.

Coming to my third point, is it not proven, by
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the light of the unanswerable fact disclosed in

the course of the debate, that while of late we

have been informed in strident tones that it was

the sincere desire of the Imperial Government

to take the people, under the reformed Council,

into its greater confidence, the very opposite has

been accomplished ? Have not the Finance

Minister and his colleagues absolutely disregard-

ed the view of the people as represented in the

Council on this important matter ? Would it

not have been wiser and more statesmanlike to

have accepted the word of such an opium au-

thority as Sir Sassoon David and modified the

revenue side of the balance-sheet by increasing

the forecasts of opium at the rate of Ks. 2,000

per chest instead of Es. 1,750? The deficit

might have then almost wholly disappeared.

More. The entire Indian community would have

applauded the courage of the Finance Minister

in really taking the public into the confidence

of the Government. And, lastly, the Govern-

ment* itself would have not only made good its

word but risen exceedingly high in the estima-

tion of the public for the sincerity of its purpose

in establishing the reformed Council. To me,

Sir, as to a vast majority of those who have

followed the Budget debate critically but with

an open mind, it is a matter of profound regret
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that the Imperial Government so unwisely

allowed to slip the golden opportunity presented

to it at the Budget meeting to prove its sincerity.

So far it has to be regretfully observed it has

failed in that higher statesmanship which is

greatly needed at present. It never rose equal

to the occasion, but on the contrary did its

very opposite while evoking the loudest dis-

satisfaction throughout the country at its finan-

cial aberrations. All facts and arguments,

irrefragable and unbending, were disregarded.

The Imperial Government simply carried out

by the force of its majority its pre-determined

policy of enhanced taxation, as if the voice of

the representatives of the people had never been

heard in the Council Chamber! For that matter

nothing could have prevented it from issuing its

Imperial ukase without the aid of the Council.

That proceeding might have been more conson-

ant with its autocratic authority than this

mockery which was enacted at the very first

-Z- Budget meeting of the Council under the Reform

Act.

But, Sir, it is of no use further commenting on

this much-minced subject. Neither is it necessary

to refer to the diverse weighty objections

raised against the details of the augmented

taxation. It is of no use crying over spilt milk,
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and I have no desire, after the length to which

this letter has been reached, to expatiate on those

objections and refer to the two or three simple

alternative forms of taxation which might have

been easily adopted without treading on the toe

of any interests, without disturbing any staple

industry, and without provoking that universal

protest which is now to be heard in every part

of the country.

I will, however, say this much that in reality

the Imperial Government has for some time past

been annually increasing a larger expenditure at

an appalling pace which is not at all warranted

by the normal growth of revenue from year to

year. With your courtesy, I shall be able to

demonstrate from the official figures themselves,

how the larger surpluses at least of the last five

years have concealed the true character of this

larger growth of expenditure compared to the

normal growth of revenue. I only state for the

present this simple fact, that the Imperial Gov-
ernment has allowed expenditure to run at a

most disproportionate ratio to the growing

revenue. The ratio of the growth of the net ex-

penditure to that of net revenue is as 7-14 to 4-44

or little less than double ! It is here that the

most vulnerable part of Indian Finance is open

to attack, but being unseen has escaped notice.

4



REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE.*

I now take up the parable referred to in the

concluding paragraph of my letter which ap-

peared in your columns of Wednesday last,

namely, that the net expenditure during the last

few years has been allowed to be incurred in a

faster ratio than warranted by the growth of

revenue, but that such an undesirable feature of

our annual Budget has remained concealed by

reason of the large surpluses that have accrued.

The following statistical facts, gleaned from the

authoritative publication which is annually pre-

sented to both Houses of Parliament, will, it is

to be hoped, demonstrate the correctness of the

inference I have ventured to deduce. For pur-

poses of fair and accurate presentment of the

broad features of our finances I have all through

dealt with net revenue and expenditure, that is

to say, the gross revenue and expenditure, less

all charges of collection and other receipts under

the different heads on both sides of the annual

balance-sheet. Secondly, I contrast this net

revenue and expenditure as it stood at the close

of 1902-03, with that for the succeeding five

* Reprint from the " Times of India," 11th March, 1910.
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years which ended with 1907-08, and for which

we have complete account.

Net Revenue and Expenditure in Millions

Sterling.

Year.
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Now, the first fact that strikes one on an exa-

mination of the figures of net revenue and ex-

penditure exhibited above is the steadily

diminishing character of the surplus, after taking

into consideration, on the one hand, the remis-

sion of the salt duty and, on the other, the healthy

normal growth of revenue. In 1902-03, the net

revenue stood at 43' 21 million £, while the net

expenditure was 40' 14 million £, leaving a fat

surplus of 3*06 million £. But at the close of

1907-08, the surplus had become so lean, though

meanwhile, the revenue had grown to 47 million

£ and expenditure to 46*70 million £, that it

dwindled down to the paltry sum of 0"30 million

£ ! What may be the reason ? A careful study

of the figures of revenue and expenditure ex-

plains it. The annual average of the quinquen-

nium, compared with the figures of net revenue

and expenditure for 1903-01, (the first year)

show a growth equivalent to 4'61 per cent, of

the former and 7
- ll per cent, of the latter. In

other words, expenditure was allowed to be in-

curred at an extraordinarily faster pace than

was warranted by the ratio of the growth of

revenue ! The ratio of expenditure was one

and a half times and a little over ! This is the

Achilles,' heel ; this is the most vulnerable part

of Indian finance. The average man was lulled
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into a sense of security by reason of the surplus

which was annually educed. That it was a

surplus of receipts over expenditure none doubts.

But the student of finance has to probe the whole

question to the very bottom in order to find out

whether or not such a surplus indicated a really

healthy financial condition. It is fortunate so far

that the larger revenue has enabled the Govern-

ment to meet the larger expenditure and show a

surplus. But it is pure luck. With a falling

revenue and a growing expenditure the unheal-

thy condition, hitherto concealed, might have

become palpably visible to the most ordinary in-

telligence at an earlier stage. As a matter of

fact, we are now entitled to say, on the strength

of the analysis of net revenue and expenditure,

that but for the abnormally faster speed at

which expenditure had been allowed to be in-

curred during the period under review, the tax-

payer would have obtained even a larger but

truer surplus annually than exhibited in the

annual accounts. And my contention, Sir, is

that it never can be deemed a healthy sign of

State finance where expenditure is allowed blind-

foldedly to be incurred at a speed which is a

great deal faster than that of revenue. Practi-

cal financiers and economists cannot but con-

demn as unsound such a condition of finance
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If, therefore, the Government of India has this

time produced a deficit Budget, it is undoubted-

ly owing to the fact of its sins of commission in

this respect in the past. It is, I regret to have

to state, more inexcusable, seeing that this

country's annual financial condition is not a

little influenced for better or for worse by the

actual state of the annual agricultural prospects

each monsoon. Those high authorities who

loudly assert that our finances are a "gamble in

rain " ought to be the very first to exercise the

greatest precaution that expenditure is not allow-

ed to outstrip the revenue. There is a serious

responsibility in the matter which no financier

with any reputation for economic statesmanship

ought to ignore. But from the figures that have

been exhibited it would be clear even to the

man in the street how during the last five years

those responsible for the conservation and

soundness of Indian finance have woefully

failed to discharge their obvious duty in this

respect.

Having pointed out the broad feature which

has characterised our finances for the last few

years it is essential at this juncture, without un-

necessarily wearying the reader with a mass of

figures, to show in what particular directions

expenditure during the quinquennium has been
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allowed to mount up. Here are the results of

the analysis :

—

Increase in five years.

1. Army Charges 11 percent.

2. Collection of Revenue 14 -9 ,, „

3. Civil Departments 14*7 „ „

4. Civil Works 325 „ „

But this is not all. There is still a further

woeful tale of expenditure, 1 should say extra-

vagant expenditure, to be related. I refer to the

railway policy of the Indian Government in

recent years. Vigorously egged on by the in-

terested cry of the European Chambers of Com-

merce, members of which have no permanent

ties with the country and have not therefore to

bear the heavier burden of taxation (save for

the time that they may be here) which falls on

permanent taxpayers, the Government of India

has unfortunately, without looking to the right

or the left, without taking breath or pause, bor-

rowed heavily within the last few years for ex-

tension and new construction. Extension and

new construction are certainly desirable for the

development of the resources of the country. I

fully admit its importance. But as in every

other practical financial problem to which a wise

State is bound to give its serious consideration

so in the matter of railways, there ought to be

a certain well-defined limit, combined with a
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spirit of moderation demanded by the financial

ability of the people themselves, apart from their

wishes and sentiments as to the real necessity of

railways here, there, any everywhere. No wise

Government can go on piling blindfoldedly

Ossa on Pelion in the matter of borrowing for

railway purposes. There ought to be a wise

limitation and reduction. But, to my profound

regret, it has to be stated that the Indian Gov-

ernment has absolutely failed to put any limita-

tion or restriction whatsoever on its extravagant

railway borrovvings. 1 am perfectly aware of

the fact that there is a body of men in the

European mercantile community and out of it

who never miss an opportunity to urge their

stock sophistical pleas against those who con-

demn the railway extension and construction

which have been going on at a breathless pace,

regardless of the ability of the taxpayer to

bear the additional burden of taxation which

they necessitate, though unseen. There is a

complete answer to those pleas but it must be

reserved for another suitable occasion. Mean-

while, the Goliaths of breathless railway con-

struction and extension should bear in mind

that Indian railways have not been a source of

unmixed blessing as they unceasingly seem to

din in our ears. The Royal Commission on Ex-
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penditure, which was presided over by so dis-

tinguished a financier as Lord Welby, has plac-

ed it on record the fact that the entire system

of Indian railways had cost the Indian taxpayer

an annual loss averaging 1 crore for fully 50

years ! In other words, the railways lost 50

crores in 50 years to the taxpayer ! It is only

within the last seven or eight years that they

have earned for him a net gain averaging 1*176

million per year. Some of these railways have

yet to turn the corner and to convert the debit

side of their ledger in point of heavy losses of

the past into a credit one. More. The stupendous

financial blunders which were made during the

first quarter century of railway construction

should not be forgotten. A history of those

blunders might be read with profit by the advo-

cates of unlimited railway extension and con-

struction in those voluminous tomes of the East

India Finance Committee Keport, commonly

known as the Fawcett Committee, which re-

corded a mass of evidence on the subject bet-

ween 1871 and 1874. But this is not the place

to relate the chapter of Indian railway finance

which, from the point of view of the taxpayer,

has been to say the least, far from agreeable.

Now to hark back to the railway borrowings

for the period under review.
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Capital Outlay on Railways.

In million £,

1902-03 4-63

1903-04 4-68

1904-05 6-02

1905-06 22-46

1906-07 7-93

1907-08 1271

Thus, during the five years 10' 76 million ster-

ling on an average has been expended per annum,

compared to 4*63 in 1902-0o. Has not the tax-

payer to bear the burden of the interest charge

on this additional burden of 6 millions ? When
we take into account the heavy interest charge

along with the other increased expenditure on

the military and civil departments, it will be

easily learned why expenditure has been mount-

ing at a faster ratio than our growing revenue.

Look only at the interest on the railway debt

itself, omitting altogether from our consideration

the amount annually required for the purchase

of annuities and sinking fund.

Interest on Railways debt.

In million £.

1906-07 5-03

1907-08 5-24

Interest on Railways Debt.

1908-09 5-53

1909-10 5-67

(Revised Estimate.)

1910-11 (Budget) 5-86

Here is a growth of 0*83 million £, equivalent
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to 1*25 crore Rupees in five years. When the

normal growth of the net revenue is about 80

lakhs, here is the annual interest charge of \\

crore ! Is it not clear to us that it is not the

diminished opium receipts, discounted three

years ago, but the continued increases in military

and civil charges and in the interest charge on

the growing railway borrowings which are now

going on at an appalling rate. It will be said

that a progressive Government like that of India

demands from year to year a larger expenditure,

Indians are constantly appealing to Government

for increased grants on education, sanitation and

other objects of popular, social, and intellectual

progress. So far such expenditure is to be wel-

comed if fairly distributed and administered. So,

too, the expenditure on productive works, special-

ly irrigation. But what needs to be remember-

ed is the exercise of wise discrimination and

practical sagacity in the matter. This expendi-

ture must be in proportion to the ability of the

taxpayer. The burden which the next genera-

tion should bear ought not to be laid on the pre-

sent. And when even it is in proportion to the

ability of the taxpayer the condition of the

finances generally should have a paramount im-

portance. At present it seems that expenditure

both on ordinary civil and military administra-
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tion as well as on productive works is being in-

curred on a scale of prodigality unprecedented

in the annals of Indian finance. The time has

come to take breath, pause, and seriously con-

sider the necessity of checking the phenomenal

extravagance.

I have concluded my parable, but I am pre-

pared to stand corrected if my interpretation be

inaccurate. It is always a most disagreeable

and painful task to have to criticise the financial

lapses of the Indian Government, almost all re-

sulting from its erroneous policy in more than

one direction. But there is no help for it. Salu-

tary criticism on its finances in and out of the

Council Chamber, so far as it is made, with a

single eye to the reform of our finances on a

healthier basis, is of the highest benefit to the

people and the State alike ; and since the Govern-

ment, has been proclaiming on the house top that

I it is sincerely desirous of better ascertaining the

thoughts and sentiments of the people on all

branches of the administration, it is to be hoped

this humble contribution from the pen of one

who has studied to some purpose the finances of

the country for over forty years, will not be re-

sented but received by the governing authorities

in the spirit it is here offered, thanks to your;

own courtesy in placing such a large space o

/

:
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your journal at ray disposal. I earnestly hope

some lasting good may result from the criticisms

now being heard in and out of the Press in all

parts of the country, and that the Imperial Gov-

ernment may benefit by that criticism. In my
humble opinion the time has come when the

entire system of Indian finance so obsolete and

antique, needs to be radically overhauled by a

trained financier of the highest repute and practi-

cal sagacity, if through our reformed Councils is

to be achieved that good result which our rulers

seem sincerely to desire. Above all, it is time

that we saw the last of those incredible fiuancial

follies, financial fallacies, financial anomalies,

financial conceit, and financial infallibility which

have so painfully obsessed Indian finance these

many years past.



REASONS FOR THE DEFICIT-*

It is to be feared that opinions will greatly

differ on the justification or otherwise of the en-

hanced taxation proposed by the Finance Minis-

ter. At any rate, having carefully gone through

the financial statement and the statistical tables

which accompany it, I would unhesitatingly ob-

serve, speaking for myself, that that authority

has failed to prove his case for the enhanced

taxes on the two grounds specified by him. In

the 9th paragraph, Sir Fleetwood Wilson observes

that save the increase in land revenue in every

other important respect " our receipts were

below expectations. The most disappointing

section was our railway earnings which reflected

the slowness of the general improvement being

almost a crore short of what we had counted on

realising by the end of October." It would be

seen that as far as the revised estimates for the

current year are dealt with, the biggest hole in

the balance-sheet of the Empire is caused by the

shortage of nearly a million sterling in net rail-

way gain to the State. Incidentally, " the most

dramatic feature in the situation has been," con-

* Reprint from " The Times of India," 3rd March, 1910.
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tinues the Finance Minister in paragraph 10th,

" the unexpected development of our opium
revenue," After graphically describing the in-

cident of this precious opium drama, he avows

in paragraph 12th that " the result of the great

appreciation in the value of Indian opium in

China is that our revenues in the current year

will gain about a million pounds beyond what

we budgelted for." So far the windfall has had

no disturbing influence on the fortunes of the

finances for the current year now coming to a

close. The shortage in State gain from railways

is made up by that windfall.

Turning next to the Budget estimate for

1910-11, the Finance Minister is hopeful that

the year will turn out good. But immediately

following that optimistic forecast there is the

pessimistic declaration that unfortunately he

cannot expect a surplus without the help of ad-

ditional taxation ! For this state of affairs are

urged two reasons. In the first place, " the re-

duction of our exports of opium to China will

cause a serious fall in our opium revenue. In

the second place, we are obliged to abandon to

Eastern Bengal and Assam a much larger share

of its land revenue than it has hitherto retained."

These are the two "adequate" reasons openly

declared for raising taxation. I do not wish at
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present to encumber your columns by expatiat-

ing on the questionable policy involved in the

second of the reasons. I confine myself to an

examination of the first, viz., the apprehended

shortage in opium receipts in order to prove that

it is wholly fallacious.

Now, Sir, 1 should, in the first place, remind

the public of the broad fact that both the Govern-

ment of India and the Secretary of State had de-

clared three years ago that the opium revenue

must gradually vanish, provided, the Chinese Gov-

ernment were sincere on their part in suppressing

the opium traffic in their own country. Indeed,

the Government was prepared without any fresh

taxation to forego in ten years, at the rate of

£ 350,000, the net opium revenue which they

declared was 3J millions sterling. Since that

declaration was made there had been a Commis-

sion in Shanghai which unanimously arrived at

certain conclusions nine of which have been

specially alluded to by the Finance Minister

in the 48th paragraph of his statement. I will

only quote one sentence which I consider most

relevant to the purposes of this correspondence.

" The Commission was a thoroughly representa-

tive body ; its conclusions were unanimous ;
and

there is nothing in its findings to deter us from

expressing our acceptance of the general princi-
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pies which it laid down. We accept them all

the more readily that the interests of India were

amply and skilfully pressed on the Commission

to your representative, Mr. J. B. Brunyate.

Aided by his knowledge of the subject the Com-

mission was enabled to appreciate the import-

ance and complexity of the opium problem in

this country."

Thus, the public has before it two distinct

declarations of the Indian Government. First,

that it was prepared without any fresh taxation

to forego the opium revenue gradually, say, 3^
millions net in 10 years ; and, secondly, that it

accepted in principle the broad policy whic)

the Commission had arrived at in Shanghai after

fully hearing their own representative. It is

clear then that the Government of Ipdia since

the last three years was fully prepared to forego

the opium revenue gradually, say, according

to their own reckoning, at the rate of £ 350,000

per annum. More. In order that the policy of

the total abolition of poppy growing may be

carried on by Native States, simultaneously

with it, the Government of India has been

known to have negotiated with them how
they should adjust themselves to the new
policy—that is to say, how the cultivation of

the poppy should be supplanted in 10 years by
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other remunerative crops in their respective

territories.

Let us then probe to the bottom how the

opium revenue of the Government of India has

stood since the year 1906-07. I analyse below

the figures as given in the table under opium at

page 26 of the financial statement just issued.

In Crores of Rs.

Gross Expendi- Net

Receipts. ture. Revenue.

1906-07 8-49 2-87 5-62

1907-08 787 2-50 5-37

1908-09 8-83 1-85 698

Revised Estimates 1909-10... 8-28 1'65' 6-63

Budget 1910-11 6-98 1-64 5-57

It will be seen that the annual average of net

receipts for three years which ended with 1908-09

was 5-99 crores ; that the revised estimate for

the current year is 6'63 (owing no doubt to the

" wind fall ") and that the budget estimate for

the coming official vear is 5*57. Thus, the last

estimate is only short by rupees 42 lakhs com-

pared with the annual average of the triennium.

Practically, therefore, this diminution was what

the Government of India had been fully prepared

for since the declaration made three years ago

that it would lose £350,000 or 52J lakhs of

rupees every year without the necessity of any

taxation, the normal growth under the principal
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heads of revenue would, it was asserted, bear,

that loss.

Now, the normal revenue under the principal

heads in 1906-07 was 48*78 million pounds ;
in

1908-09, it was 49*30 million pounds ; in the

current year, as revised, it is 50*94 pounds, and

in the budget for the coming year it is 51*68

pounds. This budget estimate, Sir Fleetwood

Wilson has taken care to inform the public, is

very cautiously framed. Practically, then, this

normal growth of revenue under the principal

heads is 2*90 million pounds in four years, say,

at an average rate of 0"58 million pounds equi-

valent to 87 lakhs. Whereas the diminished

receipts were calculated at 52 lakhs in reality

the amount estimated in the budget, as just

pointed out, is only 42 lakhs ! How under the

circumstances can it lie in the mouth of the

Finance Minister to assert that it is principally

owing to opium that he is obliged to impose

additional taxation ? I say, that on the facts

and figures related, he has failed to prove his

case so far. If I am mistaken, I shall be pleased

to stand corrected. At present, so far as 1 have

studied the financial statement, and the statisti-

cal tables accompanying it, I have come to the

conclusion that it is not opium but three large

items of expenditure which have brought the
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deficit. These are, firstly, the heavy interest

charge now to be paid on the enormous annual

borrowings of millions for railway purposes,

and, secondly, the very large growth in the

Civil and Military charges. But these will

require treatment by themselves in a separate

letter. It will be sufficient to state here, what are

the actual increases as shown in the budget:—
Lakh Rs.

Civil Charges 90-91

Interest Charges on Railways 5012
Military Charges 4668

18771

say, 1*87 crore Rupees. These are the increases

in permanent expenditure which account for

the deficit, and not the falling off in opium
which had been fully discounted since the last

three years.



KING GEORGE'S SPEECHES IN INDIA

A COMPLETE COLLECTION OF ALL THE SPEECHES

DELIVERED IN INDIA DURING HIS TOUR
AS PRINCE OF WALES AND IN CONNECTION WITH

THE RECENT CORONATION DURBAR

This is a complete and up-to-date collection of all the
speeches delivered by His Majesty the King-Emperor
during his first tour in India as Prince of Wales and his
second tour in connection with the Coronation Durbar.
No speech of any importance relating to India has been
omitted ; and to make th"i3 handy collection of His
Majesty's Indian Speeches doubly valuable, a useful Ap-
pendix has been added, containing among others, the text
of the announcement relating to the Coronation Durbar
Boons ; the Proclamations of H. M. King George, Queen
Victoria and King Edward the Seventh on their accession
to the throne and the messages of Queen Victoria and
King Edward to the Durbars of 1877 and of 19C3. The
book contains a fine portrait of Their Majesties as frontis-

pieoe and seven other illustrations. We hope that this
handy volume will be welcomed by the millions of His
Majesty's subjects not only in India but all over the
Empire.

With eight Illustrations.

Re. One. To Subscribers ot the " Indian Review,"
As. 12.

G. A. Natesan &. Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

Central Hindu College Magazine. These energetic

publishers have thus added one more to the list of

books that every household should possess. Many people

will be glad to read His Majesty's own words.

The Punjabee. These speeches are valuable as they

contain many expressions of appreciation of India, its

people and their loyalty. It is also valuable as they

contain many encouraging hopes and words of sympathy
expressed by the Royal mouth.

The East Goftar. The publication would be wel-

comed throughout India, and should come handy to

publicists and journalists, especially.



Morley's Indian Speeches
An Enlarged and up-to-date Collection

Contents:—Indian Budget Speech for 1906. Indian

Budget Speech for 1907. Speech at Arbroath. The
Partition of Bengal. Indian Excise Administration.

British Indians in the Transvaal. The Need for Reform.

The Condition of India. Speech at the Civil Servioe

Dinwor. The Reform Proposals. Second Reading of

Indian Councils Bill. The Creation of Provincial Exe-

cutive Councils. Third Reading of the Indian Councils

Bill. The Hindu-Mahomedan Problem. The Forward1

Policy. Back to Lord Lawrence. The War on t he-

Frontier. The Government of India. Also the FulP

Text of his Despatch on the Indian Reform Proposals..

A-i appreciation of Lord Morley, and a good portrait.

Select Notices

"Opportune Publication * • • Ought to prove an
invaluable book in the book-shelf of every Indian

Politician and Journalist."

—

The Indian World.

" Should command a wide and ready sale."

—

The
Empire.

Double Crown 8vo 300 Pages.

Re 1. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review,'" As. 12.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras..

DR. RASH BEHAR1 GHOSE'S SPEECHES-

An Exhaustive and Comprehensive Collection. Includes

all his utterances in the Viceregal Council, his protest

against the retrograde policy of Lord Curzon's Indian
administration, and the splendid Address of Welcome-
which he delivered as Chairman of the Reception
Committee of the Indian .National Congress at Calcutta,

also the full text of the undelivered presidential Addresa
to the Surat Congress. ( With a portrait)

Price As. 12. To Subscribers of the " Review,",.As. 8»



DADABHAI NAOROJI'S
SPEECHES AND WKITINGS.

This is the first attempt to bring under ono cover an
exhaustive and comprehensive collection 01 the speeches
and writings of the venerable Indian patriot, Dadabhai
Naoroji. The first part is a collection of his speeches
and includes the addresses that he delivered before the
Indian National Congress on the three occasions that he
presided over that assembly ; all the speeches that he
delivered in the House of Commons and a selection of the
speeches that he delivered from time to time in England
and India. The second part includes all his statements
to the Welby Commission, a number of papers relating
to the admission of Indians to the Services and many
other vital questions of Indian administration. Tho
appendix contains, among others, the full text of his
evidence before the Welby Commission, his statement to
the Indian Currency Committee of 1898, his replies to
the questions put to him by the Public Service Commit-
tee on East Indian Finance. Dadabhai has been in the
active service of his motherland for over sixty years and
during this long period ho has been steadily and strenuous-
ly working for the good of his countrymen ; it is hoped
that his writings and speeches which are now presented
in a handy volumo will be welcomed by thousands of his
admiring countrymen.

860 pages, Crown Octavo

:

#fs. 2. To Stibscribers of the "Indian Review," J?s. 1-8.

G. A. Natesan& Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras*

Sir William Wedderburn. The volume on Mr.
Dadabhai Naoroji is also an an armoury of facts and
figures.

The Morning Post.—A very handy and well printed
record of the Parsi Parliamentarian's career. The book
will doubtless have a big sale, for it deals with and
chronicles official opinion on some of the most important
political problems of to-day. An excellent portrait of
Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji forms the frontispiece to the
volume.
The Hindustan Review, For the student of Indian

politics and economics, the work is simply invaluable
The Advocate. A valuable collection.



The HON, MR. GOKHALE'S SPEECHES
This is the first collection of his speeches and may

claim to be fairly exhaustive, no important pronounce-
ment of his having been omitted. The book contains four

parts and an appendix. The first part includes all his

utterances in the Supreme Legislative Council and in

the Bombay Legislative Council; the second, all his

Congress Speeches, including his Presidential Address at
Benares ; the third, speeches in appreciation of Hume,
Naoroji, Ranade, Mehta and Bannerjea ; the fourth,

miscellaneous speeches delivered in England and India.

The appendix contains the full text of his evidence both

in chief and in cross-examination before the Welby
Commission and various papers. ( These cover nearly a
quarter of a century of a most strenuous, selfless and
active public life and embrace the whole range of topics

that have engaged and are still engaging the attention of

the public. Full of instruction on every point and
breathing in every line the moral fervour which is Mr.
Gokhale's supreme characteristic, this volume, the pub
Ushers venture to hope, will command wide popularity.

Crown 8vo., 1,100 pages, Cloth Gilt

Rs. 3. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," Rs. 2-8-

The Statesman.—Not only the admirers of Mr.

cJokhale, but all those who wish to study tne political and
economical situation in this country fairly will welcome

the volume of his collected speeches which has just been

published by Messrs. Natesan & Co., Madras, thejvell-

known publishers of the Indian Review.

tx. A, Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

the Manchester Guardia .—Students of Indian

affairs will do well to peruse Mr. Gokhale's vigorous and

eloquent utterances. He repr. sent* a very important

school of Indian political thought.

The Empire, Calcutta.—Mr Gokhale's speeches call

up visions of a library instead ( f a mere volume, and it

reflects all the greater credit on Messrs Natesan & Co.,

Madras, that they should have managed to compress the

main utterances of so voluminous a speaker and writer

as Mr. Gokhale into one volume of about a thousand

cages.
The Akbari-Sondagar. Ought to be given a promi-

nent place in the library of every Indian. •



Swami Vivekananda
M

An. Exhaustive and Comprehensive Collection or
HIS SPEECHES AND WRITINGS.

THIRD EDITION.

. This publication ia the first of its kind. It is the most exhaus-
tive and comprehensive collection of the work of Swami Vivekan-
anda hitherto published, lb outaius, among others, his eloquent
character sketch of " My Master "; his celebrated lecture at the
great Parliament of Religionsat Chicago; all the importaut and
valuable speeches delivered in England, America and India on
Guana Yoga, Bhakti Yoga. Karma Yoga, Vedanta, and Hinduism;
selections from the inspiring speeches he gave, in reply to addres-
ses of welcome that were presented to him at different towns and
cities in India, during his historic journey from Colombo to Al-

mora, on his return from America.

> Detailed contents.—My Master ; Hinduism as a

Religion; Reply to the Addresses of Congratulations from
Madras and Calcutta ; The Ideal of Universal Religion;

God in Everything; Immortality ; Is the 8oul Immortal;
The Freedom of the Soul; Maya aDd Illusion; Maya and
the Conception of God; Maya and Freedom; The Real and
the Apparent Man; The Absolute and Manifestation; Unity
in Diversity; The Cosmos; The Macrocosm; Realization;

Karma Yoga; Metaphysics in India; Re-incarnaticn;

Bhakti or Devotion; Vedanta; The Vedanta inlndian Life;

The Mission of the Vedanta; The Sages of India; Christ,

The Messenger ; The Relation of Buddhism to Hindu-
ism; The True Method of Social Reform; The Reform of

Caste; Education on National Lines; The Conquest of

the World by Indian Thought; Poems, etc., Contains also

Four Portraits. Pric9 Rs. 2. To Subscribers of "The
Indian Review." Ra. 1-8. j,

\-

,G. A. Natesan & Cc, Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA- This is a lengthy and

interesting sketch of the life and teaching of this eminen

Indian saint, with copious extracts from his speeches

and writings. With a portrait. As. 4.

ttf The annual wiibs^ription to the Indian nevxew is

Rs. 5 (Five) only including postage. Subscription can

commence from any month. If you have not already

seen the Review send pontage stamps for As. Four for a

free specimen copy to G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras.

Current issues are not given as specimen copies.



Speeches by Eminent Indians

Dadabhai Naoroji's Speeches.— An up-to-date, ex-

haustive and comprehensive collection. With a portrait,'

Rs. 2. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," Re 1-8.

Cokhale's Speeches.—An exhaustive and comprehen-
sive collection of his speeches, with a biographical sketch

and a portrait. Over 1,000 pages. Crown 8vo. Rs. 3.

To Subscribers of the " Indian Review." Rs. 2-8.

Dr. Rash Behari Chose s Speeches.—An Exhaustive
and Comprehensive Collection, (\fith a portrait). Prico

As. 12. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," As. 8.

Swaml Yivekananda.—An exhaustive and compre-

hensive collection of his speeches and writings. With
Portraits. Cloth Bound. Third Edition Rs. 2. To
subscribers of the " Indian Review," Re. 1-8.

The Indian National Congress.—An account of its

origin and growth. Pull text of all the Presidential

Addresses. Reprint of all the Congress Resolutions.

Extracts from all the Welcome Addresses. Notable
Utterances on the Movement. Portraits of all the Con-
gress Presidents. Cloth Bound. Over 1,000 pages Crown
8vo. Rs. 3. To Subscribers of the " Review," Rs. 2-8.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chctty Street, Madras.

The Indian Nation : -Cultured, erergetic snd enter-

prising publishers of Madras.

The Provincial Times :—Messrs. G. A. Natesan,

Publishers, Esplanade, Madras, have issued a series of

books not alone of interest to a general reader, but of

value as references and historical records.

The Sanjvariman. There are very few firms in India

that take the trouble of being up-to-date, or by the

variety of their publication to form and direct the public

taste or to diffuse, useful and interesting knowledge

among their constituents. Among these few Messrs.

Natesan and Company of Madras undoubtedly occupy

the place of honour.



THE DEPRESSED CLASSES
AN ENQUirtY INTO THEIR CONDITION

AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THEIK UPLIFT

The publishers venture to hope that the publication of
"the volume will stimulate further interest in the problem
of the elevation of the Depressed Classes and that men of
-all castes and creeds will co-operate together for dovising
means and measures for the mental, moral, social and
material advancement of fifty millions of our countrymen
who at present are unfortunately sunk in ignorance and
poverty.

Contents.—His Highness the Gaekwar of Baroda ; Me
AmbikaCharan Muzumdar ; Mr. B. Do, I.C.S., Mrs. Annio,
Besant ; Lala Lajpat Eai ; The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhala >

'The Hon'ble Mr. T. V. Seshagiri Aiyar ; Mr. Saint Nihal'
'Singh ; Mr. Valentine Chirol ; Eev. C. P. Andrews, m.a.j
Babu Barada Charan Mitra ; Pandit Sitanath Tatvabu-
shan ; Mr. P. R. Sundara Aiyer, b.a., b.l. ; Rt. Rev, Tha
Lord Bishop of Madras ; Rao Bahadur V, M. Mahajani,'
U.K. ; Hon. Mr. Justice N. G. Chandavarkar ; The Hon,1

Mr. V. Krishnaswami Aiyar; The Anagarika Dharm'apala;
The Hon. Mr. Balakrishna Sahay ; Mr. A, Vasudeva Pai

J

Babu Govind Dass ; Mr. N..Ranganatham,_B.A. ; Mr,'

•G. A. Natesan, b.a.

PRICE RE. ONE.

To Subscribers of the£ Indian Review," As. 12.

( . £ . 1

»G. A. Natesan & Co., Bunkurama Chetty Street, Madras,

The Indian Social Reformer.—A number of papers

by several distinguished men on the position of the

Depressed Classes.

United India. Messrs. Natesan & Co., have done a

Teal service to these poor but deserving people by the

•issue of this valuable little publication which ought to

go a long way in rousing the national conscience to a

perception of the serious disabilities these poor persona

*re labouring under. The book ought to be in the hands

like of educated Indians and Europeans interested in

the upliftment of the depressed classes.



LIFT-IRRIGATIOF
BY ALFRED CHATTERTON,

Professor of Engineering, on Special Duty, Madras.^

CONTENTS. Introduction, Water Lifts. Underground.

Water-Suppl7,Wbll Irrigation with Oil Engines, Irriga-

tion from Artesian Wells, The Value of Wind-Mill in

Jjidia, Experiments with Wind-Mills, Wind-Mills Irriga-

tion in America, The Cost of Power, Co3t of Lifting

Writer, Flow of Water in Sand, Well-Boring, Steam

Pumps in the Kistna Delta, Development of Lift-Irriga-

tion, Lift-Irrigation, Irrigation by Pumping, Progress in,

Irrigation by Pumping in Madras, Irrigation by Pumping
in the United States.

Preface to the Second Edition

Some years ago, Messrs. G. A. Natesan & Co.

reprinted a number of papers and article? which I had

written at various times on the improvement of the

methods of lifting water for irrigation. The little

volume apparently served a useful purpose as it met with

areaoysale and has been out of print for some time.

The demand for information, as to the methods to be

pursued and as to the results whbh have been achieved,

still continues and in the absence of any formal treatise

on the subject, a fresh compilation of papers has bean

made which it is hoped will to some extent supply what
is needed.

Price Rs. Two.
To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," Re. 1-3.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

The Hindu. The Papers contain a good deal of valu-

able information useful to the agriculturists of the

Presidency and elsewhere in India also.

Capital. Contains in lucid and succinct form an ac-

count of all the various methods for raising water for

irrigation purposes now used in India and in the United

States. There are millions of bullocks employed every

day in India in lifting water. But it has been proved be-

yond doubt that the cost of pumping even on a small

scale with oil engines is less than one-half that of the bul-

lock-power, and on a larger scale the cost is not even one-

tenth. Water-lifting by windmills is also fully described

and the results of the various experiments described.



ALL ABOUT DELHI
AN EXHAUSTIVE HAND-BOOK
Compiled from 'Authentic Sources."

With 36 illustrations.

[compiled from various authentic sources]

Contents.—The Hindu Kings ; Early Muhammadan
Kings ; The Moghnl Emperors ; Modern Delhi ; Some
Delhi Sights ;

Monuments at Delhi ; The Storming of

Delhi ; The City Gazetteer ; Lord Lytton's Durbar; Lord
Curzon's Durbar ; The King's Durbar of 1911.

In the preparation of this book free use has been made
of Mr. Fanshawe's Delhi : Past and Present, more espe-

cially in the compilation of its last Chapter ; of Dr.

Fergusson'a Eastern and Indian Architecture in the

description of its great architectural glories ; of the

revised Imperial Gazetteer for the latest statistics relating

to the city ; of Captain Trotter's Nicholson for a descrip-

tion of the storming of Delhi ; and of Mr. Reynold-Ball's

Tourist's India for a succinct account of its far-famed

Mutiny Sites. Besides the standard writers on Indian

History and the accounts of European and other travel-

lers to India during the Moghul period, much interesting

information has been gleaned from Mr. Abbott's Through
India with the Prince, Mr. Percival Landon's Under five

Sun, Mr. G. W. Stecvens' Ii India, Genl. Cough's Old
Memories, and Mr. Kerr's From Charing Cross to Delhi:

With thirty-six Illustrations.

Price Re 18.

To Subscribers of "The Indian Review." Re. 1-4.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

Oriental list. Visitors to Delhi will find it most-

useful help.

The Indian Mirror. The book gives brief accounts

of the Hindu, Pathan, and Moghul sovereigns who

reigned over old and New Delhi, and full particulars

of the various sights which visitors are expected to "do.

For the modest sum of a rupee and a half the reader has

at his disposal reproductions of the graphic accounts of

these sights from the costlier productions of Fergusson-

and Fanshawe, and the " Imperial Gazetteer of India.

A large number of Illustrations intersperse the volume.



Sankara's Select Works
Sanskrit Text an^Ejiglisli Translation

By Mr. B. VENKATARAMANAN, b.'a.

Content!.—Hymn to Hari ; The Ten-Versed Hymn
;jHymn to Dakshinamurti; Direct Realisation; The Century'

-of Verses ; Knowledge of Self ; Commentary on the Text j
Definition of one's own Self.

i Preface.—The main object of this publication is to
present, in simple English,* some of the works of Sri
Sankaracharya in which he tried to expound, in a popular
style, the philosophy of the non-dualistic Vedanta ofwhich
he was the well-known * founder. With this view the
present translation has been rendered free of technical
words and phrases. It is hoped that the juxtaposition

- of the Banskrit text and the English translation will
serve the double object of enabling the student of Sans-
krit to understand the text better and to correct, by a
reference to the taxt, any defect of expression in the
translation as an inevitable result of the attempt to garb

|

It in a popular style. To those that have had no training
in metaphysics or dialectics and have neither the leisure
nor the capacity to read the original standard works of
Sankara, a publication of this kind should be specially
helpful for a proper understanding of the broad outline
of Sankara's philosophy of non-dnalism.

Bound in Cloth^ Price Rs. 1-8

To Subscribers of the " Indian Reweiw," Re. One

Q. A. Natasen & Co., Buukurama Chetty Street, Madras.1

Weekly Chronicle.—Every on« interested in the his-

tory of religious reform and the evolution of religious
thought in India should know something about this

great teacher of the South.

The annual subscription to the Indian Review
is Rs. 5 (Five) only including postage. Subscription can
commence from any month. If you have not already
-seen the Review send postage stamps for As. Four for a
free specimen copy to G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras.
•Current issues are not given as specimen copies.



THE

7A1SHHAY1TE REFORMERS OF INDIA

CRITICAL SKETCHES OF

THEIR LIVES AND WRITINGS
BY

T. RAJAGOPALA CHARIAR, M.A., B.L.

CONTENTS.—Nathamuni ; Pundarikaksha ; Yamuna-

-charya ; Sri Raraanujacharya ; Sri Vedanta Desika

;

Manavala Maha Muni ; and Chaitanya;

These are a Series of Seven Essays on the Lives and
"Writings of the principal religious reformers of the

Vaishnavito or Visishtadwaita School of India. The
treatment is critical and historical ; but special promi-

nence has also been given to the literary side of thia

School's activity. A clear account of the growth of

Vaishnavaism is intended to be conveyed by these Lives

•of Eminent Reformers, and reference has throughout

been made to the development of doctrines. A special

•chapter is devoted to the exposition of the Visishtad-

waita philosophy according to Ramanuja. The growth

of Vaishnavaism in Northern India is briefly dealt with

in the last Essay, that on Sri Chaitanya, wherein that

great Saint's career is also fully described.

Re. I. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review" As. 12:

0. A. Natesau & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

Bombay Guardian. This little book can be recom-

mended to all persons who care about the subject, for

its interesting biographical notes, its abundauce of

Hindu lore, and its perfect lucidity.

The Rangoon Spectator. The above work by Mr.

T. Rajagopala Chariar, M. A., B. L., outlines in seven

Essays of exceptional ability, the development and

influence of a great school of Indian philosophy.
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The Yedanta : Its Theory and Practice.
Swami Saradauanda.

The Yedanta for the World.
Swami Vjvekauanda.

Price As. 12. To Subscribers of tlie "Review" As. 8~

G. A. Nate^an & Co . Sunki-'rama Chetty Street, Madras.

International Journal of Ethics. Valuable little-

book The whole book is worthy of careful study
by everyone interested in theology or philosophy.

The Theosophical Review. This, useful little volume
The Prabuddha Bharata. A worthy compilation..

It will repay perusal.

The Englishman. Will interest readers who make a-

study of Oriental thought. There are six essays and*

they are all appreciative and meant to stimulate one to.

believe in the eternal principles of the Vedanta.



THE BHAGAVAD-GITA
With the text in Devanagaiu and

an English Translation

BY MRS. ANNIE EESANT.

Note.—It has long been my ambition to place within
reach of the English-reading public a cheap edition of

the Bhagavad-Gita with the text in Devanagari and an
English translation ot the same. Mrs. Annie Besant,
that warm and tried friend of India whose services to

•out land it were vain to count, has enabled me to realise

that ambition by generously granting the use of hec
English translation. It is devoutly hoped that this great

scripture of tho Hindus will fit.d a place in thousands of

-homes both in India and elsewhere.—G. A, NATESAN.
Price per copy, As. 2 (Two).

When ordering mention the number of copies.

t3~ Stamps will not be received

The PrabudJia Bharata.—In clearness of type, in size

and shape, the book leaves nothing to be desired. We
can heartily recommend it to all who want a trustworthy
pocket-edition of the Gita.

The Modern Review.—Mr. Natesan is bidding fair to be

the Indian Routledge. This finely printed edition of a
well-known and excellent translation has been here

offered at an impossibly cheap price, and it should make
its way to every Indian home and heart.

•G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

MRS- ANNIE BESANT. A sketch of her Life and
her Services to India. With copious extracts from her

speeches and writings. With a portrait, 64 pages.

'Price Annas Four.

NATION-BUILDING- A Stirring appeal to Indians.

Suggestions for the building of the Indian Nation;

Education as the basis of National Life ; National Uni-

versities for India. Price Annas Two.



THE LIFE & TEACHINGS OF BUDDHA

BY

THE ANAGARIKA DHARMAPALA

Price As. 12. To Subscribers of the " Review," As. 8.

SRI SANKARACHARYA.
HIS LIFE AND TIMES.

BY C. N. KRISHNASWAMY AIYAR, m.a., l.t.

HIS PHILOSOPHY.
BY PANDIT SITANATH TATTVABHUSHAN.

Price As. 12. To Subscribers of the " Review," As. 8..

Sri Madhwa and Madhwaism
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL SKETCH.

BY C. N. KRISHNASWAMY AIYAR, m.a., l.t.

Price As. 12. To Subscribers of the "Review" As. 8*.

SRI RAMANUJACHARYA
HIS LIFE AND TIMES.

BY S. KRISHNASWAMI AIYANGAR, m.a.

HIS PHILOSOPHY.

BY T. RAJAGOPALACHARIAR, m.a., b.c,

Price As. 12. To Subscribers of the " Review," As. 5-

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.,



The Indian National Congress
An Account of Its Origin and Its Growth
Full Text of all the Presidential Addresses
Reprint of all the Congress Resolutions
Extracts from all the Welcome Addresses
Notable Utterances on the Movement
Portraits of all the Congress Presidents
This is an exhaustive and complete Collection of alL

the Congress Presidential Addresses and the Resolutions-

passed at the sittings of all the Congresses. The book
abo contains extracts from the Welcome Addresses deli-

vered at all the Congresses and several Notable Utter-
ances on the Congress Movement by men like the late-

Charles Bradlaugh, Robert Knight, Sir William Hunter,
Mr. Justin McCarthy, Sir Richard Garth, Lord Cromer,
Sir Charles Dilke and others. •**An attractive feature of
the book is a collection of the portraits of all the Con^
gress Presidents. Cloth Bound. Over 1,100pp. Crown 8vo.

Price Rs. 3. To Subscribers of the " Review," Rs. 2-8.

Lord Ampthill .—The book seems to me a very complete-

and well-chosen summary and it is one which will be
useful to many people besides myself for the purpose of
reference.

Sir Herbert Roberts, M. P.—The record of the work
of the National Congress is not only of extreme interest

-

but will be most useful in future as a source of informa-

tion as to the progress of enlightened opinion in India
upon many questions deeply affecting the welfare of the
people.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurami Chotty Street, Madras,.

The Hindustan Review.—The Indian statesman,

politician, or publicist could scarcely have at this time

of the year a better book on his shelf than that desig-

nated "The Indian National Congress." It is obvious

that no public man or publicist's book-shelf of works of

reference can be complete without a copy of Mr.

Natesan's excellent compilation of the Congress litera-

ture. Considering its bulk and matter, it is cheaply,

priced at Rs. 3.



Glympses of the Orient To=Day
BY SAINT NIHAL SINGH.

Preface.—The following pages are the record of a

recent ramble through Asia, the author having personally

visited all the lands about which he writes, with one or

two exceptions.

It is a collection of impressions formed as the write*

slowly journeyed from one land to another, living

amongst the people, as one of them.

The book falling into the hands of the Indian youth

—

for whom it is especially designed— will be the means of

inspiring him to work for the uplift of his land.

Contents :—Asia's Spell Broken ; How Disillusion-

ment Came; Asia a Menace to the West; Japan's Im-
perial Dream ; Oriental Trade Supremacy ; Autocracy
to Limited Monarchy ; The Modern Oriental Woman in

the Making ; Where Woman Has The Upper Hand
;

The Modernization of Japan ; Flaws in Japanese
Modernization ; Education in Japan ; Japan's Material

Prosperity ; Japan : China's Gadfly ; The Celestial

Student Abroad ; Exit the Old, Enter the New in China ;.

i>olution, Not Revolution in India ; The Spirit of

May.} Leaving Hindustan; To-Day in Afghanistan;
Persia Evolving Cosmos Out of Chaos ; Rural Life in
Iran ; Egypt's Agitation for Autonomy ; Egypt's Prepa-

! ration for Self-Government.

First Edition. Price : Re. One.

To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," As. 12.

G, A. Natesan & Co., Sunku^ama Chetty Street, Madras.

The Guzerati.—Mr. Saint Nihal Singh tells us how

the impact of the West upon the East has shaken the

-Oriental out of his metaphysical musings and taught

him to think of the world of to-day, how the new

awakening is to be traced in all Eastern countries. He

is an optimist and in favour of an all-sided progress.

The spirit that runs through the whole book is com-
mendable and deserves to be imbibed by the Indian

•youths for whom the book is intended.



My Indian Reminiscences
By Dr. Paul Deussen

EXTRACT FROM THE INTRODUCTION

In recording my impressions of my trip to India in the

winter of 1892-93, and thus presenting them to the public

I have yielded to the wishes of my friends, partly because,':

notwithstanding the shortness of my stay in India, I,

was enabled, being favoured by circumstanoes, to get a
deeper insight into the life of the natives than a Euro-
pean usually gets.-

My knowledge of Sanscrit, the'study of it had been to^

speak, my daily bread for the twenty years previous to*

my trip, was of immense service/

What was to be of still greater use to me' in India than
the knowledge of the ancient and sacred language of the
land, was the fact that I had happened to have spent the
best energies of a number of years in entering into the
spirit of . the^Upanishads and. the Vedanta based upon
them;v

CONTENTS
Introductory;" Prom Marseilles to Bombay ; Bombay ;

From Bombay to Peshawar ; From Peshawar to Calcutta
;

Calcutta and the Himalayas ; From Calcutta to Bombay
via Allahabad ; From Bombay to Madras and Ceylon ;

Homeward Bound. Appendix :—Philosophy of the »Ve-i

danta. Farewell to India: A Poem.
Crown 8vo. 270 pages, with a frontispiece.

1* 4*-

Price Re. 1-4. To Subscribers, Re. kl.

G. A, Natesan & Co., Sunkurama.Chetty Street .^Madras!,

The Merit of the Book.— Dr. Deussen's account of his

Wur throughout India, his description of its princi-

pal cities, its shrines, pilgrimages and its many holy
spots, its leading men of various communities and
classes afford much interesting reading. The language
in which he describes the customs, ceremonies, manners,
traits and traditions of the Indian people—notwith-
standing the shortness of his stay in India—shows his

profound admiration and love for the land which, to us©
his own words, " had for years become a kind oi spiri-

tual mother-country " to him.

2



POPULAR EDITION

Essays in National Idealism
BY ANANDA K. COOMARASWAMY

Contents :—The Deeper Meaning of the Strugglo ;

Indian Nationality; Mata Bharata; The Aims and
Methods of Indian Arts ; Art and Yoga in India ; Tho
Influenoo oil Modern Europe on Indian Art; Art of the

East and of tho West ; The influence of Greek on Indian

Art ; Education in India ; Memory in Education ;

Christian Missions in India ; Swadeshi ; Indian Music ;

Musio and Education in India ; Gramophones—and why
not?

Select Opinions
" The Indian National Movoment appears to us to havo

entered a new phase, and tho publication of the present

volume from Dr. Coomaraswamy's pen marks a definite

staga in the progress of that movement It is clear

that a very important step has been taken to promote the

cause of Indian Nationalism along Indian as distinguish-

ed from Western lines by the publication of the work."

—

Daiou Magazine.
" One could hardly be prepared for tho vigour of thought

and mascaline energy of English, by which thoy aro

marked Tncir author is a logical and uncompro-
mising reactionary Yot we cannot deny tho beauty

and truths of the pure ideal as he so nobly and persist-

ently holds it up before us Wo think tho book he

has written to be of surpassing value."

—

Modem Review.

Re- 1. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," As. 12:

G. A. Natesan & Co;, Sunkurama Chotty Street, Madras.

THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF BUDDHA.~
By the Anagarika Dharmapala. This is a clear and

concise account of the Life and Teachings of Lord

Buddha. Written by a well-known Buddhist authority

and in a stvle specially intended for non-Buddhists, the

book is bound to be widely circulated and appreciated.

With an appendix Price As. 12. To subscribers of

the " Indian Review " As. 8.



THE CONGRESS
Movement. Leaders. Subjects.

The Indian National Congress.—An account of its
origin and growth. Pull text of all the Presidential
Addresses. Reprint of all tha Congress Resolutions.
Extracts from all the Welcome Addresses. Notable
Utterances on the Movement. Portraits of all the
Congress Presidents. Cloth Bound. Over 1,100 pages.
Crown 8vo. Rs. 3. To Subscribers of the "Indian
Review," Rs. 2-8.

Dadabhai Naoroji's Speeches.—An up-to-date, ex-
haustive and comprehensive collection. With a portrait.

Rs. 2. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," Re. 1-8.

Recent Indian Finance.—By Mr. Dinsha Edulji
Wacha. A valuable collection of papers relating to
Indian Finance, etc. Price As. 4,

Indians of South Africa.—Helots within the Empire I

How they are Treated. By H. S. L. Polak. Re. 1. To
Subscribers of the "Indian Review," As. 12.

Gokhales Speeches.—An exhaustive and compre-
hensive collection of his speeches, with a biographical
sketch and a portrait. Over 1,000 pages. Crown 8vo.
Rs. 3. To Subscribers of the "Indian Review," Rs. 2-8.

Dr. Rash Beharl Ghose's Speeches.—As. 12. To
Subscribers of the «' Indian Review," As. 8.

G. A, Natesan & Co., Bunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

Romesh Chunder Dutt Says:—"I have perused a
great portion of the Congress literature as published in
a handy volume by the enterprising publisher, Mr.
Natesan; and to those who desire honestly to know th6
aims and aspirations of the educated men of India, I can
honestly recommend a perusal of this valuable publica-
tion. An honest critic will find in this volume—from the
first page to the last—a sincere desire to support and
sustain the Government by the co-operation of the people.
Kaiser-i-Hind, Bombay. All Indians should feel

exceedingly grateful to Natesan & Co., for all these
valuable publications at cheap prices.



Notable Books on India
My Indian Reminiscences—By Dr. Paul Deussen,.

Professor of the University of Kiel, translated by A. King.
Dr. Deussen's account of his tour throughout India*
his description of its principal cities, its shrines, etc.*

afford much interesting reading. The language in which
he describes the customs, ceremonies, manners, traits

and traditions of the Icdian people—-shows profound ad-
miration and love for the land which, to use his own
x;ocds, " had for years become a kind of spiritual mother-
couotrv" to him. Price Re. 14. To Subscribers of
the "Indian Review," Re. 1.

. Glimpses of the Orient to-day.—By Baint Nihal Singh.
In this bojk, Mr. Singh describes the transition that has
taken place in Asia, during the last few decades, traces

the causes of the awakening and offers a prophecy as to

its ultimate eSect. Price. Re. 1. To Subscribers of the
"Indian Review," As. 12.

All about Delhi.—An Exhaustive hand book oompiled
from authentic bources. With 36 Illustrations Re. l-8t
To Subscribers, Re. 1-4.

Essays in National Idealism.— By Ananda K.
Coomaraswamy, D. Sc. Popular Edition with 6 illustra-

tions Re. 1.. To subscribers of the Indian Review, As. 12.

The Swadeshi Movement.—A Symposium by Repre-
sentative Indians and Anglo-Indians. An excellent and
authoritative collection of official and non-official views.

Re. 1. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," As. 12.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chatty Street, Madras

Moulmein Advertiser. Every one of the volumes,

big and small, Messrs. Natesan have of recent years

published, contains views of India and Indian current

history and forms a most reliable reference of the great

social and mental movements now pulsating throughout
India.

Sanjvartman, Bombay. Not a month elapses but

this enterprising firm brings out elaborate volumes on

every kind of subject that affects the interests of India

and they are generally the work of men who know what
they are writing about.



Indian Political Literature
.

Essays in National Idealism.—By Dr. Ananda K.
•Coomaraswami with illustrations. Re. Ono. To Sub-
scribers of the " Indian Review," As. 12.

Morley s Indian Speeches. With an Appreciation of

Lord Morley, and A Portrait, Crown 8vo., 240 Pages.

Re. Ooe. To Subscribers ot the Indian Review, As. 12.

Gokhale's Speeches-—With a biographical sketch and
a portrait. Over 1,000 pages, Crcwn 8vo. Rs. 3. To
Subscribers of the " Indian Review," Rs. 2-8«

The Indians of South Africa.—By H. S. L. Polak.
Re. Ooe. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," As, 12.

Dadabhai Naoroji s Speeches and Writings— With a
portrait. Rs. Two. To Subscribers of the " Indian
Review," Re. 18.
Glimpses of the Orient to-day.—By Baint Nihal

Singh. Price Re. 1. To Subscribers of the "Indian
Review," As. 12.

The Indian National Congress.—An account of its

origin and growth. Full text of all the Presidential
Addresses. Reprint of all the Congress Resolutions.
Extracts from all the Welcome Addresses. Portraits of

the Congress Presidents. Over 1,200 pages Crown 8vo.

Rs. 3. To Subscribers of " The Indian Review," Rs. 2-8.

Indian Military Expenditure.—By Mr. Dinshaw
Edulji Wacha. As. 4.

Recent Indian Finance.—By Mr. Diusha Edulji
Wacha. Price As. 4.

Indian Railway Finance.—By Mr. D. E. Wacha. As .4.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

The Indian People.—By collecting the speeches and

writings of Dr. Rash Behari Ghose, Swami Vivekananda,

the Honorable Mr. G opal Krishna Gokhale, Lord

Morley, he has done a distinct service to both the

younger and elder generations of Indians ; for, these

are books which the younger people like to have con-

stantly by their side to study and the elders to refer to

-occasionally.



INDUSTRIAL INDIA
BY MR. GLYN BARLOW, M.A.

CONTENTS.

1. Patriotism in Trade. 2. Co-operation. 3. Industrial-

Exhibitions. 4. The Inquiring Mind. 5. Investigation.

6. Indian Art. 7. Indian Stores. 8. India's Customers..

9*. Turning the Corner. 10. Conclusion.

SECOND EDITION

Re. 1. To Subscribers of the "Indian Review" As. 12^

SELECT PRESS OPINIONS.

" The Madras Mail."—Throughout the book there is a.

cheery note of optimism which ought to be encouraging

to those who are exerting themselves to bring about

knp movements.
" The Madras Times."—This little book is well written,

well edited and well published, and we can safely

recommend our Indian friends to read, mark and inward-

ly digest its contents.

"The Daily Post," Bangalore.—The book is an
eminently readable one, and if it does not prove useful.

that will not be due to the fault of the writer.

V« The Indian Spectator."—Every"young man in India

ought to read Mr. Glyn Barlow's book,

©., A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras..

The Bombay Gazette. Overflows with good advice

to industrial and trading classes, which they would do

well to consider.

The Indian Magazine and Review. This book con-

tains an appeal to Indians to promote industries in their

own country on principles of combination, and the

practical question is discussed, how far this is possible

at present, united efforts being there so little understood

or attempted.

The Englishman. The book should be in the hands

of every public-spirited man in this country.



Essays on Indian Economics

BY THE LATE MAHADEV GOVIND RANADE.

Contents .—Indian Political Economy ; the Re-

organisation of Real Credit in India; Netherlands-

India and Culture System ; Present State of Indian

Manufacture and Outlook of the same ; Indian Foreign

Emigration; Iron Industry—Pioneer Attempts; Indus-

trial Conference ; Twenty Years' Review of Census

Statistics; Local Government in England and India;

Emancipation of Serfs in Russia ; Prussian Land Legis-

lation and the Bengal Tenancy Bill ; the Law of Land
Sale in British India,

Us. 2. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," Re. IS,

SELECT OPINIONS.

fndia—Indispensable upon the shelves of every

student of Indian Politics.

The Political Science Quarterly.—The author

not only ha3 a oomplete command of English but

uncovers with great skill the mistakes made by the

British in 5 applying the maxims of English Political

Economy to Indian conditions.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Straet, Madras.

The West Coast Spectator.—This is a very valuable

contribution to Indian Political Economy, and should

prove extremely useful just now when important questions

relating to the development of our country's resources

are engaging the attention of the people. The book should

find a place in all libraries and may with advantage be

used by all college students and others who wish to have

information about the country's industrial resources.



THE SWADESHI MOVEMENT
A BYMP08IUM BY

Representative Indians and Anglo-Indians
Contents .—Dadabhai Naoroji ; H. H. The Gaek-

v?ar of Baroda ; The Hon. Mr. G. K. Gokhale ; The Hon.
Dr. Rash Behari Ghose ; The Hon. Sir Vitaldaa Damodar
Thackersey ; The Hon. Md. Yusuf Khan Bahadur ; Mrs.

Annie Besant ; Rajah Peary Mohun Mukerjee ; Sister

Nivedita; Lala Lajpat Rai; Dewan Bahadur K. Krishna-

swamy Row; The Hon. Mr. Harikishsn Lai; Babu
Burendranath Banerjea ; Rai Bahadur Lala Baij Nath

;

Dewan Bahadur Ragunatha Row ; Romesh Chundee
Dutt, c.i.e., i.e. s.; Mr. A. Chaudhuri ; Hon. Mr.
Parekh ; Mr. D. E. Wacha; Hod. Pandit Madan Mohaa
Malaviya ; Mr. Aswini Kumar Datta ; The Hon. Mr,
Krishnaswamy Iyer; Hon. Mr. Ambica Charan Muzum-
dar ; Dewan Bahadur Ambalal 8. Desai ; Mr. Q. 8.

Arundale ; Sir Charles Elliot, Mr. David Go6tling;

Rajah Prithwipal Singh, -'Rai Babadur P. Ananda
Charlu, c.i.e. ; Sir E. C. Tuck, k.c.s.i. ; Dr. Ananda K.
Coomaraswamy ; Mr. Mu^ bur Rahman; Abdul Rasul,

Esq., Bar.-al-Law, Babu Tara Prasanna Mukerji; Dewan
Bahadur Govindaragbava Iyer ; Mr. Abdul Halim Ghuz-
navi ; Rao Bahadur R. N. Mudholkar ; His Honor Sit

Herbert T. Wbite; Mr. Charles W. McKinn ; Mr. Bal
GangadharTilak ; Mr. Heinendra Prasad Ghose ; Pandit
Rambaj Dutt ; Mr. Musbir Hosain Kidwai, Bar.-at-Lau),

,The book also contains the views of H. E. Lord Minto,

H. E. Sir Arthur Lawley, H. H. Sir Andrew Fraser and
Lord Ampthill.

Price Re. 1. To Subscribers of the " Review " As. 12.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras,

The Jame Jamshad. We consider this book worthy

of special study.

Sir Roper Lethbridge, K. C. I. E.—Students of

economics and of social science throughout the world

owe a deep debt of gratitude to Messrs. Natesan for the

admirable series of little volumes containing all these

valuable speeches and essays.

The Mu8salman. Calculated to amply repay perusal.



Essays on Indian Art, Industry& Education
BY E. B. HAVELL

Late Principal, Government School of Arts, Calcutta.
" Author of Indian Sculpture and Painting," etc.

All these Essays deal with questions which continue

to possess » living interest. The superstitions which
they attempt to dispel still loom largely in popular
imagination, and the reforms they advocate still remain
to be carried out. • • •

Contents:—The Taj and Its Designers , The Revival
of Indian Handicraft, Art and Education in India, Art
and University Reform in India, Indian Administration
and ' Swadeshi ' and the Uses of Art.

SELECT OPINIONS.
The Englishman, Calcutta.—Mr. Havell's research-

es and conclusions are always eminently readable. * * •

His pen moves with his mind and his mind is devoted to

the restoration of Indian Art to the position it formerly
occupied in the life of the people, to its reclamation from
the degradation into which Western ideals, falsely applied,

b.ave plunged it, and to its application as an inspiring

force to all Indian progress and development. * * * It is

iull of expressions of high' practical utility, and entirely

free from the jargon of the posturing art enthusiast.

The Modern Review.—We may at onca express our
emphatic conviction that it is a remarkable book, destin-

ed to leave Its impress on the current thought of India,

and to guide her efforts into new channels, to her great

glory and honour. Crown 8vo., 200 pp.
Re. 1-4. To Subscribers of the "Indian Review," Re. I.

43t. A. Natesan& Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

The Harvest Field. Anything that will make India

more beautiful appeals powerfully to us

The Essays are interesting.

The Christian Patriot.—All are thoughtful and

inspiring articles and stimulate the reader to think of

new paths for the rising generation and avoid beaten

and overcrowded tracks in which many young men are

still content to walk.



THE IMPROVEMENT OF

INDIAN AGRICULTURE
SOME LESSONS FROM AMERICA

By Mrs. Saint Nihal Singh
AUTHOR OP

" The House Hygienic " " My Favourite Recipes"
" How to Make Good Things to Eat "

" The Virtues of Varnish, 1
' etc.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Publisher's Preface
Where Farming is a Profitable Pastime
How The American Govt. Helps The Farmer
The Relation of Manure to The Chop ..

Plant Breeding in America .. .'.

How They Raise Rice in America '.'.

Wheat-Growing in America .. ..
;

..

Making Money out of Milk Zl ^
«

Page
' i

1

30

65

92

102

12T

#14T
Crown 8vo, 160 pages

#* Price Re. I To Subscribers^As. 12,

G. A. Natosan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras*.

The Indian Nation :—Cultured, energetic and enter-

prising publishers of Madras.

The Kayastha Messenger

:

—The worthy publishers
have laid the educated classes under a deep debt of
gratitude by placing before them interesting, useful and
cheap publications.

The Moulmein Advertiser:—The many valuable-

booklets published by Messrs. Natesan & Co., on
subjects of the deepest interest and value to India should
fill a recognised place in the library of every student of
India, past and present.



AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES IN INDIA
BY MR. BEEDICK R. SAYANI

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

SIR VITALDHAS DAMODAR THACKERSEY
Contents :—Agriculture ; Rice ; Wheat ; Cotton ;.

Sugar-Cane; Jute? Oilseeds; Acacia; Wattle Barks;

Sunn Hemp ; Camphor ; Lemon-Grass Oil ; Ramie ;

Rubber ; Minor Products : Potatoes ; Fruit Trade ; Lac
Industry ; Tea and Coffee ; Tobacoo ; Manures; Subsidiary-

Industries; Sericulture; Apiculture; Floriculture

;

Cattle-Farming ; Dairy Industry ; Poultry-Raising ; An
Appeal.

Sir Vitaldhaa Thackersey writes :—

Mr. S. R. Sayani, I think, has given valuable informa-

tion regarding the present state and futuro possibilities

of the principal cultivated crops of India.

Re. /. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review" As. 12.

Mr. W. H. Sharp, Director op Public Instruction,

Bombay. " Agricultural Industries in India" by Seedick-

R. Sayani, price Rupee One, and published by G. A.

Natesan & Co., Esplanade, Madras, is recommended as

a book suitable for tho Libraries of Secondary Schools

in this Presidency.

H. E. Thh Governor oe Bombay hopes that it may
have a wide circulation and stimulate the introduction

of tho improvements whioh are so necessary if India Is to

reach its full economio development as a producing

country;

G. A. Natesan & Co.. Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

The Provincial Times :—Messrs. G. A. Natesan

Publishers, Esplanade, Madras, have issued a series of

books not alone of interest to a general reader, but of

value as references and historical records.

The Indian Witness :—G . A. Natesan & Co., Madras-

are making quite a name for themselves by their varied

publications.

The Empire :—That ferociously enterprising firm of

publishers, Messrs. G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras.



Indian Arts, Industries and Apnltuw
Agricultural Industries in India.—By Beedick Re

Sayani. Wilh an introduction by Sir Vitaldas Damoda.l
Thackersey. Re. 1. To Subscribers of the Indian Review
As. 12.

Essays on Indian Art, Industry and Education.—ByE. B. Havell, Re. 1-4. To Subscribers of the < l Indian^
Review," Re. 1.

The Swadeshi Movement.—A Symposium by Repre-
sentative Indians and Anglo-Indians. Re. l._ToSub-'
Bcribers of the " Indian Review," As. 12.

Essays on Indian Economics.—By the late Mahadev
Govinda Ranade Rs. 2. To Subscribers of the " Indian
Review," Re. 1-8.

Industrial India.—By Glyn Barlow, m.^ a," Second
Edition. Re. 1. To Subscribers of the " Indian Review.'*
As. 12.

Lift-Irrigation.—By A. Chatterton. Second Edition
Revised and enlarged. Price Rs. 2.

Indian Industrial and Economic Problems.—By Prof.
V. G. Kale, Fergusson College, Poona. Prioe Re. One
to Subscribers of The " Indian Review" As 12.

The Improvement of Indian Agriculture.—Some
Lessons from America. By Cathelyne Singh. Price Re. 1.
To Subscribers of the " Indian Review," As. 12.

-G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chatty Street, Madras/

The Christian Patriot .-— Part of the present interest

in industrial matters in Southern India at least is due in

considerable measure to the assiduity of this well-known
firm in this direction for years past ever since the
industrial problem began to attract notice.

Kaiser-i-Hind. We do not think we are guilty of
«ny exaggeration when we say that there is no Indian
firm of publishers which can surpass Messrs. G. A. Na-
tesan and Co., of Madras in point of utilitarian enter-

prise of a most patriotic character. The firm's great aim
is how best and most expeditiously to serve the public.



AMUSING READING—Annas Four Each.

New Indian Tales.—Nineteen amusing and in-

structive) tales. By Mr. C. Hayavadana Rau, Fellow of

the Anthropological Institute, London. Price As. 4.

Tales of Raya and Appall.—By T. M. Bundaram.
Sixteen amusing and instructive stories. The stories are

characterised by a great deal of wit and humour. Price
As. 4.

Tales of Komatl Wit and Wisdom.—Twenty-five
amusing and instructive stories. By C. Hayavadana Rau,
b.a., B.ii. Price As. 4.

Tales of Tennali Raman.—The famous Court

Jester of Southern India. Twenty-one Amusing Stories.

By Pandit S. M. Natesa Sastri. Third Edition. As. 4.

Folklore of theTelugus.—A collection of forty-two

highly amusing and instructive tales. By G.R.Subramiah
Pantulu. Price As. 4.

Tales of Marlada Raman. Twenty-one Amusing
Stories. By P. Ramachandra Row Avergal, Retired

Statutory Civilian. Seoond Edition. Price As. 4.

The Son-in-LawAbroad, and other Indian folk-tales

of Fan, Folly, Cleverness, Cunning, Wit and Humour.
By P. Ramachandra Rao, B.A., b.l.. Retired Statutory

Civilian. Second Edition. As. 4.

Maltreyl: A Vedio Story in Six Chapters. By
Pandit Sitauath Tattvabhushan. Second Edition. As. 4.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

The Madras Mail :—A delightful collection of witty

tales and anecdotes. The stories are quaint and clever.

The Madras Standard :—Popular Tales abounding

in fun and humour Ought to be of great interest

andamusement especially to the foreign reader and the

folk-lorist. The book is well suited to while away agree-

ably enough an idle half-hour during a railway journey.

Punjab Educational Journal, These tales are

simple but very amusing.



Biographies of Eminent Indians

A Series ol Uniform Booklets each with a Portrait

Foolscap 8vo. Price As. Four each

The aim of this Series is fo> present within a short

compass sketches of the lives and careers of all eminent
Indians. Each Volume besides giving a succinct bio-

graphical sketch contains copious extracts from the

speeches and writings of the personages described. The
Series has been pronounced by the Press to be "the
most welcome addition to Indian, biographical and
critical literature."

Db.dabhai Naoroji

tlir P. M. Mehta
Dinsha Edulji Wacha
HahadeY Govind Ranade
Sri Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa

Gwami Yivekananda
Hon. Mr. G. K. Gokhale
Dr. Rash Behari Ghose
Lala Lajpat Ral
Rayi Yarraa
Toru Dutt

Price As. 4 Each

K. T. Telang

Surendranath Banerjea

Romesh Chunder Dutt

Ananda Mohan Bose

W. C. Bonnerjee

Budruddin Tyabji

Sir Syed Ahmed
Lai Mohun Ghose

M. K.Gandhi
Madan Mohan Malavlya
Babu Kristo Das Pal
R. N. Mudholkar

/ Doz. at a time As. 3 each.

•G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

The Sanj Vartman. Messrs. Natesan & Co. are

doing a distinct and national service by issuing brief

sketches of the lives of men who have played an import-

ant part in the modern epochs of Indian history.

The Indu Prakash. It goes without saying'that the

lives are well written and the usefulness of the brochures

is enhanced by copious extracts from the speeches and

writings of the subjects of the portraits.



The "Friends of India" Series

This is a new Series of short biographical sketches of

eminent men who have laboured for the good of India,

•which the Publishers venture to tbink will be a welcome
addition to the political and historical literature of the

country. These biographies are so written as to form •

gallery of portraits of permanent interest to the student

as well as to the politician. Copious extracts from the

speeches and writings of the "Friends of India" on
Indian Affairs are given in the sketches. Each volume
has a frontispiece and is nrieed at As. 4 a copy.

Lord Morley Charles Bradlaugh
Lord Ripon John Bright
Sir William Wedderburn Henry Fawcett
Mrs. Annie Besant Mr. A. 0. Hume
Lord Minto Sir Henry Cotton
Edmund Burko Lord Hacaulay

The Leader :—Will be a weloome addition to the

jaolitical and historical literature of the country.

xhe Modem Review :—On the cover of each volume is

printed a portrait of the subject of the sketch and the

6toricr; are told in a lively and interesting manner, with
short extracts from notable speeches delivered. The
series should be welcome to the public.

The Central Hindu College Magazine :—Useful little

biographies of well-known men and women. These keep
us up to date, and the price, four annas each, makes a
small library possible for all.

As. 4 each. 6 (Six) at a time As. 3 each.

•G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras*

SISTER NIVEDITA. A Sketch of Her Life and
Her Services to India. Price Annas Four.

The Harvest Field. The little books are written in a
pleasant style, and contain extracts from the important
speeches of these men.

The Empire.. Admirable little biographies.

The Central Hindu College Magazine;—Useful
little biographies of well-known men and women. These
keep us up to date, and the price, four annas each,
makes a small library possible for all. Price As. 4 each.



SELECT OPINIONS ON

"THE INDIAN REVIEW"
Rev. J. T. Sunderland, Toronto, Canada.—" I

read your *Roview' with great interest and profit. * * •"

I wish the ' Indian Review • could be placed in

many public libraries in Canada, the United States

and England. It would do a silent but telling work."

The Late Mr. William Digby, C.l.B. •« * * *

In its way—an admirable way—I think the 'Review,'

which emanates from Madras, is an exceptionally in-

teresting monthly publication, and I congratulate
Madras not only on leading the way with a monthly
•Review,' but on the excellence of its lead."

Mr. J. Herbert Roberts, M. P.—"Lot me congra-

tulate you on the admirable editorials of this interesting^

monthly. I appreciate highly yout many services to

the cause of progress in India."
The Tribune.—A storehouse of pleasant and in.

structive reading.

The Educational Review.—There is no periodical

in India which approaches it for the money. It caters for

all readers, and should prove a welcome addition to the-

reading tables of first-grade colleges.

Sir William Wedderburn.—' An excellent Madras
Magazine.'

IS" The annual subscription to the Indian Review is

Rs. 5 (Five) only per annum including postage. Subscrip-
tion can commence from any month. If you have not
already seen the Review send postage stamps for As. Two
for a free specimen copy to G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetty Street, Madras.

The Indian Patriot : The standard of excellence

both in the matter of style and substance which the

• Review ' has been enjoying for long is still kept up

which undoubtedly speaks much of the energy and abi-

lity of the Editor.

Mr. James Ramsay Macdonald, M. P. 1 read it

(the " Indian Review ") every month, sometimes right.

from beginning to end and I find it most profitable.



UC SOUTHERN REGIONAL LIBRARY FACILITY
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(Slympses of tl)e v^utiu vtiu-umy, j
BY SAINT NIHAL SINGH.

In this book, Mr. Singh describes the transition that

has taken place in Asia during the last few decades,

traces the causes of the awakening and offers a prophesy
as to its ultimate effect. He graphically portrays the

modern women of the Orient, the political, social and
industrial life of India, Persia, Japan, China and other

Asiatic lands.

CONTENTS :— Asia's Spell Broken ; How Disillusion-

ment Came ; Asia a Menace to the West ; Japan's Im-
perial Dream; Oriental Trade Supremacy; Autocracy
to Limited Monarchy ; The Modern Oriental Woman in

the Making; Where Woman Has The Upper Hand;
The Modernization of Japan ; Flaws in Japanese
Modernization ; Education in Japan : Japan's Material
Prosperity ; Japan : China's Gadfly ; The Celestial

Student Abroad; Exit the Old, Enter the New in China;
Evolution, Not Revolution in India; The Spirit of

Maya Leaving Hindustan; To-Day in Afghanistan;
Persia Evolving Cosmos Out of Chaos ; Rural Life in

Iran ; Egypt's Agitation for Autonomy ; Egypt's Prepa-
ration for Self-Government.
Re. 1. To Subscribers of "The Indian Review", As. 12.

THE INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS.
An Account of Its Origin and its Growth.
Full Text of all the Presidential Addresses.
Repiint of all the Congress Resolutions,

Extracts from oil the Welcome Addresses.
Notable Utterances on the Movement.
Portraits of all the Congress Presidents.
This is an exhaustive and complete Collection of all

the Congress Presidential Addresses and the Resolutions
passed at the sittings of all the Congresses. The book
also contains extracts from the Welcome Addresses deli-

vered at all the Congresses and several Notable LTtter-
ances on the Congress Movement by men like the late

Charles Hradla'igh, Robert Knight, Sir William Hunter,
Mr. Justin McCarthy, Sir Richard Garth, Lord Cromer,
Sir Charles Dilke and others. An attractive feature of

the book is a collection of the portraits of all the Con-
gress Presidents. Cloth Bound. Over 1,100 pp. Crown
8vo. Price Rs. 3. To Sahscribers of the "Revieiv'\ Rs. 2-8.

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkurama Chetti Street, Madras
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f SELECT OPINIONS OH 'THE INDIAN REVIEW. I

SIR WILLIAM WEDDERBURN, writing to the J
columns of" India "(April 17. 1908), refers to the Indian t
Review as : an excellent Madras magazine.' y
SIR HENRY COTTON.—Allow me to express to

you the admiration I feel for your energy in literary pro-

\ duction and the valuable service you are thereby render-
.*» ing to your fellow-countrymen.

THE GUZERATI.—Mr. Natesan may well be con-
gratulated upon the commendable enterprize he has
shown and the great success which has crowned his

>. efrorto.

i

i

THE TELEGRAPH.—This excellent Review.

\

\

BENGALEE.—It is ably edited by Mr. G. A. Natesan,
, ii. A., that distinguished publicist of Southern India. * * * ,

i> Well-known monthly magazine. A
RAST GOFTAR AND SATYA PRAKASH.-The j

& periodical is one deserving of liberal patronage from A
I the public, as, indeed, we believe that a journal which I

,^ furnishes such ample reading and excellent literary

I materials for an annual charge of five rupees should

t
have several thousand subscribers on its roll. True to J

*f its name, the journal is almost solely devoted to current
*'

j
Indian topics of interest-, dealt with from different stand- T

y points by different writers, thus giving the reader a V
thorough insight into the subject-matter of the contri-

butions and helping him to form an enlightened opinion
I on the burning questions of the day.

A THE MAHRATTA.—The Indian Review is doing £
j

useful service as a monthly magazine and attempts to I

X keep a high level of thought in its articles which usually JL

X come from the pen of men who have devoted deep

i thought to the subjects thev handle.

I MORNING POST.—That very readable monthly.

.j.
» *

J IW The Annual Subscription to the "-INDIAN
Y REVIEW" is lis. 5 (five). Subscri])lion can com-

mence from any month. Anyone, rvho wishes to buy
books at the reduced rates, must remit Rs. 5, one year's

subscription to the " Review" in advance. Send a
a postage stamp for As. Two for a free specimen copy.

\

t


